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Introduction

Mathematical and numerical modeling in computational electrocardiology are specific research
areas developed in the last few decades in order to support experimental physiology. Mathematical
models at both cellular and tissue levels provide essential tools aimed at increasing knowledge of
electrical and biological phenomena occurring inside cells, through cellular membranes and in cell
aggregates. Furthermore, a dynamic approach to biological phenomena could o�er evolutionary
models with predictive value in many di�erent situations, corresponding to specific reactions or
collateral e�ects of therapies.

A large part of the research field of this Ph.D. thesis concerns mathematical modeling
applied to cardiac electrophysiology analysis at a single cell level. This is possible thanks to the
development of mathematical descriptions of single cellular components, ionic channels, pumps,
exchangers and subcellular compartments. Each of these aspects converges in the mathematical
ionic model, that describes the e�ect of the ionic currents onto the single cell or heart tissue
model. Chapter 1 contains the basic concepts about cardiomyocyte electrophysiology and action
potential modelling.
Electrophysiological models of the heart have become very accurate in recent years giving rise to
di�erent libraries, that we supported implementing some widely used ionic models.

In the last few years, research in this mathematical field has reached the modeling of human
induced stem cells (hiPSCs), briefly described in Chapter 2. This field was pioneered by
S. Yamanaka, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2012 for the discovery of mature cells
reprogrammed to become pluripotent. Many studies have been carried out to identify the
most advantageous strategies to drive the di�erentiation towards the desired cell phenotype,
thus allowing valuable investigations in basic research and suggesting useful perspectives for
regenerative purposes. Di�erentiation protocols towards the cardiac lineage allow to generate
hiPSC-derived Cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs): spontaneous beating cardiomyocytes, expressing
the major caridac markers and ion channels and exhibiting the expected responses to cardiac
stimuli. In the cardiovascular field, hiPSCs provide a powerful tool to develop reliable in-vitro
models for drug toxicity screening, even though such cells are molecularly and functionally
immature.

hiPSC-CMs show some relevant di�erences concerning adult myocytes, requiring a new
mathematical approach. To fill this gap, some specific computational ionic models have been
developed in the last decade, of which an overview is provided in Chapter 3. Three di�erent
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pedigrees are compared. The forerunner was Michelangelo Paci, who developed a primal model
in 2013, creating a new line that improved in 2018 and 2020. Some other models have been
published in the last few years by Koivumäki in 2018, and Kernik in 2019.

Furthermore, hiPSC-CMs arise from di�erentiation protocols, that result in heterogeneous
populations of immature CMs consisting predominantly of ventricular-like cells with a small
percentage of atrial-like cells and nodal cells. In Chapter 4 we focused on the innovative approach
to push hiPSC-CMs towards more adult cardiac phenotypes: the dynamic clamp technique.
Employing this electronic maturation, the chamber-specific action potential phenotype is more
pronounced.
Specifically, this thesis is devoted to investigating the dynamic clamp technique in a fully
computational set, suggesting that a suitable choice of the injected current can unveil the stem
cardiomyocyte phenotype.

A challenging topic in disease understanding and testing is atrial fibrillation modeling. Human
induced pluripotent stem cells may o�er a platform to develop new strategies and evaluate drugs,
but cultures enriched in atrial-like CMs are needed. The only existing atrial-like model was
published in 2013 but did not consider any atrial specific current. Furthermore EOC (Ente
Ospedaliero Cantonale) focused on cell di�erentiating and new data and insights are available;
thus, we started developing a new computational model for atrial-like hiPSC-CMs, as presented
in Chapter 5. Firstly we assessed some parameters based on known scaling existing in the
literature. Then, we introduced in the existing ventricular-like Paci2020 computational model
the Ultrarapid Delayed Rectifier Current, the Small Conductance Calcium Activated Potassium
Channel, and an atrial formulation of the Inward Rectifier Potassium Current. A first manual
tuning gave a result a baseline, in which di�erent action potential features taken into account
already fitted the experimental data.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we approached the action potential wave propagation on an engineered
ventricle, this one being a three-dimensional heart chamber built through pull-spinning fibers
of hiPSC-CMs on a rotating ellipsoidal collector. To deal with this problem, we wrote the
monodomain equation on a sca�old geometry, dealing with Isogeometric Analysis for the spatial
discretization and the geometrical modeling of the sca�old. The conduction velocity was then
calibrated in order to reach the experimental speed of the Calcium signal propagation, while the
polynomial degree of the isogeometric bases function was set equal to 2 in order to increase the
accuracy of the di�usion term on a slab geometry. In this framework, a final simulation of the
whole geometry was carried out.

To sum up, we can summarize the main contributions in the following lines. First of
all, we implemented two ionic models for adult ventricular cells, namely the first generation
model of Hodgkin-Huxley and the second generation model of O’Hara-Rudy. Such models were
implemented in a C++ code and embedded in the LifeX library.
As a second contribution we presented the virtual dynamic clamp with the aim of gaining
clearer insights into the phenotype detection when considering human induced pluripotent stem
cells-derived cardiomyocytes. Our result can assert that dynamic clamp is a promising approach
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as it allows to unveil the chamber phenotype when considering a suitable injected IK1 current.
A further contribution, a novel atrial specific computational model for atrial-like hiPSC-CMs
was also developed, in order to fill the gap and perform the behaviour of some specific currents,
such as the Ultrarapid Delayed Rectifier Current and the Small Conductance Calcium Activated
Potassium Channel.
Finally, we described a new tool to model an engineered ventricle. A innovative framework was
created to this aim, integrating the well-established Monodomain formulation with the innovative
isogeometric approach for the spatial discretization and mesh generation.
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Chapter 1

Modeling a cardiac cell

1.1 Elements of Cardiac Physiology

The heart is one of the most important organs in the human body. It is the ever-beating muscle
in the chest and is literary life-giving, as it is responsible for blood pumping through the vessels
by repeated, rhythmic contractions. Its internal organization is build up as a four-chambered
pump (see Figure 1.1), located in the thoracic cavity between lungs, divided into two pumps one
after the other. The right cardiac cavity pumps blood through the lungs and then back to the
heart, while the left cardiac cavity pumps the oxygenated blood through all the body. Electrical
activity of the heart is responsible of both mechanical and haemodynamical functions.
The two upper chambers are called atria and they are small cavities with thin walls, while the
lower ones are called ventricles and they are larger and much stronger than atria, due to a
di�erent muscular organization. Heart can also be divided in right and left heart. The right half
of the heart is related to lungs as the right ventricle is connected to the pulmonary artery via
the pulmonary valve. Instead, the left heart is related to the whole body and the left ventricle is
connected to the aorta through the aortic valve. A specific wall, called septum, separates every
part of the heart from another one. The interventricular septum is the thick wall separating the
ventricles, while the interatrial septum is between the two upper chambers. Atria and ventricles
are separated from each other by the atrioventricular septum. It is convenient to describe the
linear flow of the blood through the right side of the heart and then through the left side, but it
is very important to realize that both atria and ventricles contract simultaneously.

The heart is a muscle and its structure is composed by three layers: the outer pericardium,
the middle myocardium and the inner endocardium. Pericardium is connective and deep adipose
tissue, and it protects the heart by external agents, dye to a reducted friction with surrounding
structures.
Myocardium is a thick layer, mostly made up of cardiac muscle tissue, organized in planes and
richly supplied by blood capillaries, lymph capillaries and nerve fibers. Its contraction pumps
blood out of the heart chambers.
The endocardium is made an epithelium with connective tissue and elastic and collagenous fibers.
It also contains blood vessels and specialized cardiac muscle fibers known as Purkinje fibers, [20].
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14 CHAPTER 1. MODELING A CARDIAC CELL

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of heart anatomy and cardiac cycle

1.1.1 Cardiac cycle

Cardiac cycle describes the process of relaxation and contraction that occurs when the heart
pumps blood through the body. Systole, or contraction, of the heart is stimulated by the electrical
activity of heart’s natural pacemaker cells. They are activated by a spontaneous depolarization
of their membranes beyond a certain threshold for excitation. Diastole is the relaxation that
follows the contraction; it represents the period of refilling with circulating blood.
This cardiac cycle is coordinated by the cardiac conduction system, made up of excitable and
contractile cells. The peculiar property of being excitable cells allows the action potential to
propagate autonomously. The action potential itself causes the contraction, enabling blood
pumping.
The electrical activity of the heart starts in a group of cells, known as the sinoatrial node, located
just below the superior cava vein, on the right atrium, as describe in Figure 1.2. The cells in the
sinoatrial node are autonomous oscillators, and they are able to reach the threshold on their own.
The action potential they generate is then propagated through the atria. The impulse passes
along junctional fibers of the conduction system, reaching another region of specialized tissue.
This is the septum between atria and ventricles, composed by nonexcitable cells, which normally
acts as a barrier to action potential conduction.
Conduction through the atrioventricular node is quite slow. When the action potential exits
this node, it propagates through a specialized group of fibers called the bundle of His, which
is composed by Purkinje fibers. The Purkinje fiber network spreads via tree-like branching
into the left and right bundle branches throughout the inner part of the ventricles, ending on
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the endocardial surface of the ventricles. As soon as the action potentials emerges from the
Purkinje fiber–muscle junctions, it can activate the ventricular muscles and propagate through
the ventricular wall outward, reaching the epicardial surface.

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the conduction system of the heart

1.1.2 Action Potential

The cardiac action potential (AP) is actually the physiological basis of the ECG. It is a temporary
change in voltage across cells, due to the movement of charged ions through membrane proteins.
These proteins are called ion channels.
There are important physiological di�erences between cells that spontaneously generate the
action potential and those ones that conduct it. The primary cell types of cardiac cells are nodal
cells, Purkinje fiber cells, and atrial and myocardial cells, each with a slightly di�erent function.
For instance, the sinoatrial nodal cell primary function is to provide a pacemaker signal, while
Purkinje fiber cells are functional to fast conduction. Because of these di�erent functions, these
cell types have di�erent action potential shapes. Even within a single cell type, there can be
substantial variation. For example, in the ventricles, epicardial, midmyocardial, and endocardial
cells have noticeable di�erences in action potential duration, [42].

Moreover, di�erences in AP morphologies through apex-to base direction of the ventricle
a�ect the distribution of the action potential in the whole space. For example, heterogeneous
properties of myocytes embedded in the ventricular wall cause a spatial dispersion of the AP
duration.
In addiction to the spatial dispersion, the AP duration could also show a temporal dispersion.
This is due to beat-to-beat changes alternating between short and long action potentials.

We now use the standard model of the ventricular myocyte to analyse the cardiac action
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potential, presented in Figure 1.3. It can be divided into five phases, depending on the flux of
Sodium (Na+), Potassium (K+), Chlorine (Cl≠) and Calcium (Ca2+) ions.

Phase 0: Upstroke or Rapid Depolarization The action potential begins with a
depolarizing stimulus big enough to reach a threshold and generate an abrupt increase. In
quiescent, non pacemaker cells, it is generally due to the opening of the voltage-activated Na+

channels that causes a rapid increase in the membrane conductance and a rapid increase of Na+

ions into the cell. This rapid influx of Na+ ions is expressed by the inward INa current. The
rate of depolarization during phase 0, expressed as dV/dt, is a reasonable approximation of the
rate and magnitude of Na+ influx and a determinant of conduction velocity for the propagated
action potential, [115].

Phase 1: Early Rapid Depolarization This phase occurs with the rapid inactivation
of the Na+ channels that reduces the movement of sodium into the cell. At the same time,
potassium and chlorine channels open and close rapidly, causing a flow of K+ and Cl≠ ions out
of the cell. These ions are carried by Ito1 and Ito2 currents and make the membrane potential
slightly more negative, [107].

Figure 1.3: A cardiac action potential: phase 0 (upstroke), phase 1 (voltage peak), phase 2
(plateau), phase 3 (repolarization), phase 4 (resting)

Phase 2: Plateau In this phase the membrane potential remain almost constant (the
membrane repolarizes extremely slowly), because of the charge balancing into and out of the
cell. In this way, slow delayed rectifier potassium channels allow K+ to leave the cell (generating
the Iks current), while L-type calcium channels allow the movement of Ca2+ into the cell (ICa

current). This calcium opens more calcium channels located into the sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) into the cell, and, in turn, induces the release of calcium from the SR. This calcium release
is responsible for heart contraction.
The plateau phase is responsible for the long duration of the action potential, [34].

Phase 3: Final Rapid Repolarization During the third phase, the L-type Ca2+ channels
close and the slow delayed rectifier K+ channels remain open. This activity corresponds to a
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negative change in membrane potential, that allows di�erent types of potassium channels to
open, such as the rapid delayer rectifier K+ channels and the inwardly rectifying K+ current.
Membrane repolarization is exactly due to this outward current, corresponding to the loss of
positive charge from the cell.
The delayed rectifier channels close at the begin of phase 4, whereas the inward rectifier channels
and the ion pumps remain active. This means that the calcium used for muscle contraction is
pumped out of the cell, resulting in muscle relaxation, see [19].

Phase 4: Resting membrane potential This phase is responsible for the diastole, when
the cell is at rest. The major ion that determines the resting potential is extracellular potassium
concentration. For these reasons, the resting potential is maintained close to the potassium
equilibrium potential, that is about ≠84mV , [115].

1.2 Modeling of Cellular components

Mathematical models of cardiac cellular electrophysiology evolved significantly over the last 50
years. A large amount of experiments was performed to achieve knowledge concerning the cardiac
electrophysiology, obtaining data and quantities from specific function regions. Examples are
voltages across membranes and through di�erent spatial domains, flow and concentrations of
ions.

The measurement data were partly used to create mathematical models, such as the models
of membrane patches, of single cells and of cell clusters. Models allow the simulation of the
electrophysiological behaviour with numerical methods, [116].

First of all, we should be able to model the physiology of a generic cell, and after that take
in consideration specialized cell, as cardiac ones. The description of the electrophysiology of
cellular components should start from the behaviour of the cell membrane and the transport of
ions through the channels and exchangers. This kind of transport is determined by gradients of
ionic concentrations and electrical forces.

1.2.1 Cell membrane

The cell membrane consists of a phospholipid bilayer, perforated by pores, made up of proteins.
The main function is to suppress the di�usion of ions and molecules in and out of the cell and it
separates the intra- and extracellular space with di�erent ionic concentrations. The gradient of
ionic concentrations results from both transport and cellular mechanisms.
The electrical behaviour of a cellular membrane can be measured with di�erent methods, but
the most used is the patch clamp technique. In this case the voltage over the membrane is kept
constant by supplying a convenient current. This system allows to record the voltage and the
course of current, even though voltage measurements are varied stepwise. Measurements are
often performed in conjunction with the application of drugs, which allows the discrimination of
the involved currents and channels, [106].

The best way to describe the electrical activity of the membrane is by a resistor-capacitor
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Figure 1.4: Three-dimensional view of a representative section of a schematic plasma membrane
with embedded proteins (a) and an equivalent circuit (b), see[116].

circuit, as in Figure 1.4. By definition, the capacitance is

Cm = Q

V

where V is the voltage potential drop over the membrane, Q is the charge across the capacitor
and Cm is assumed to be constant.
With this notation, the change of the transmembrane voltage can be described by the capacitative
current

Icap = dQ

dt
= d(CmV )

dt
= Cm

dV

dt

Using this equation, the current conservation low becomes

Cm

dV

dt
+ Iion = Iapp

where Iion is the sum of the ionic currents and Iapp is the applied current.

Nernst Equilibrium Potential

The other phenomenon that could be described is how a di�erence in ionic concentration can
result in a potential di�erence across the membrane separating the two concentrations. The
resulting voltage is generated by electrical and chemical forces and can be described by di�erent
equations. The suitable constitutive law for the equilibrium voltage across the border of two
regions is the Nernst-Planck equation, [35].

Given a ion k with valence z, the equilibrium is achieved when each local process and its
reverse proceed at the same rate. This means that the total flux J through the membrane
at thermodynamical equilibrium is zero. In this specific case, the total flux is the sum of two
contributions: the di�usion flux and the electrical one.
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The ion motion by the electric field causes an electric flux, satisfying Planck equation

JE = ≠ z

|z|µcÒu,

where u is the electric potential and µ is the ion mobility.
On the other hand, the ion motion down the concentration gradient causes a di�usion flux JD,
that satisfies the Fick law

JD = ≠DÒc,

where c is the concentration and D = µRT

|z|F is the di�usion coe�cient.
In conclusion, the equilibrium is achieved if

J = JD + JE = ≠DÒc ≠ z

|z|µcÒu = 0.

Using the relation between the di�usion coe�cient and the ionic mobility, the total ionic flux is
described by the Nernst-Planck equation

J = ≠D
3

Òc + zF

RT
cÒu

4
(1.1)

and the equilibrium corresponds to the equation

DÒc = zF

RT
cÒu. (1.2)

Let’s now consider a cell membrane that extends from x = 0 (inside) to x = L (outside),
with a constant di�usion coe�cient D. Using the standard notation, we’ll denote intercellular
quantities with the index i and extracellular quantities with the index e. That are, for example,
ionic concentrations ci := c(0) and ce := c(L) and potentials ui := u(0) and ue := u(L).
At the steady state the concentration does not change and equation (1.2) reduces to the a
dimensional problem in c(x)

dc

dx
(x) + zF

RT

du

dx
(x)c(x) = 0.

This linear di�erential equation, integrated in (0, L), gives as solution:

c(L) = exp
3

≠ zF

RT
(u(L) ≠ u(0))

4
c(0).

Using the standard notation written above, the solution yields

Veq := ui ≠ ue = ≠RT

zF
log

3
ci

ce

4
, (1.3)

that is the Nernst equation for the equilibrium potential, derived in 1888, [19]. The only limit of
this mathematical result is that the formulation includes only one kind of ion.
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Generic reversal potential

The assumption that biological membranes are permeable to a single ion only is not valid, and
even low permeabilities may have an important e�ect. The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation was
developed to extend the Nernst equation by allowing the occurrence of multiple kinds of ions.
First of all, this model assumes that the membrane is uniform, planar, and infinite in its
lateral extent. Then, the variation of the potential field and the ionic concentration within
the membrane are functions of x only. With the same standard notation used above, and the
definition V := u(0) ≠ u(L) = ui ≠ ue, we can suppose the electric field constant across the
membrane, that is

du

dx
= ≠V

L
.

This corresponds to the steady state.

In this case, we’ll have di�erent ions and di�erent fluxes, and each of them will be marked
with the index k. Every flux satisfies the Nernst-Planck Equation (1.1), thus get for the kth flux

Jk = ≠Dk

3
Òck + zkF

RT
cÒu

4
. (1.4)

Once again, equation 1.4 can be reduced to the one dimensional problem in c(x)

dck

dx
(x) + zkF

RT

du

dx
(x)ck(x) + Jk

Dk

= 0.

This linear di�erential equation, integrated in (0, x), gives as a solution

ck(x) = JkRTL

DkzkV F

3
1 ≠ exp

3
kkV F

RTL
x

44
+ ci exp

3
zkV F

RTL
x

4
.

Unfortunately, to find out the equilibrium potential, it’s necessary to know every current, in
order to sum them. For this reason, we solve the previous equation for Jk, giving

Jk = DkzkFV

LRT

ci ≠ ce exp
1
≠ zkV F

RT

2

1 ≠ exp
1
≠ zkV F

RT

2 .

We can now use this result to find the electrical current density Ik := zkFJk, that is

Ik = Pkz2F 2

RT

ci ≠ ce exp
1
≠ zkV F

RT

2

1 ≠ exp
1
≠ zkV F

RT

2 (1.5)

where Pk = Dk
L

is the permeability of the membrane to the ion k. Equation 1.5 is called
Goldman-Hodgking-Huxley equation and gives an important voltage-current relation.

When considering the ion flux through the membrane at the resting state, the sum of
all currents through the membrane is necessarily zero. If we consider the main contributors
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(potassium, sodium, and chloride ions), we may write

IL + INa + ICl = 0.

By substituting in each current the corresponding voltage-current relation (1.5), and noting that
potassium sodium valences are z = +1, while chloride one is z = ≠1, we find that

vr = ≠RT

F
log PNaci,Na + PKci,K + PClci,Cl

PNace,Na + PKce,K + PClce,Cl

. (1.6)

This meas that the relative contribution of each ion species to the resting potential (1.6) is
weighted by that ion’s permeability, [72].

Anyway, in this field, it’s commonly used the linear current-voltage relation, derived by
approximation of a constant di�usive gradient. Using two types of ions with opposite valences,
Poisson-Nernt-Planck model leads to the electrical current density

Ik = Gk(V ≠ vk), (1.7)

where vk is the Nernst potential of the ion k ((1.2)) and Gk = zF D

L

ce,k≠ci,k

vk
.

Considering again the main contributors (potassium, sodium and chloride ions), we find the
resting potential

vr = ≠GNaVNa + GKVK + GClVCL

GNa + GK + GCl

. (1.8)

1.2.2 Ionic Channels

A single ionic channel flips randomly between a conducting and non-conducting state. Trough
measurements of the stochastic opening and closing over a period of time, it is possible to assign
to every channel a specific probability of opening and closing.
If we consider a population of ions channels, we find that its behaviour is the sum of the single
channel behaviours.

Sodium channels are responsible for the fast depolarization in myocytes, and voltage clamp
measurements show a fast transition to the high conductivity state if the voltage exceeds a
threshold. Furthermore, the conductivity is significantly time dependent and decreases rapidly
after activation.

Potassium channels are responsible for the repolarization of myocytes and neurons. They
show several di�erent behaviours: there are channels responsible for the ultra-rapid delayed
rectifier current, some other for the slowly activating delayed rectifier current, and even the
inward rectifier current.

Calcium channels are di�erentiated into two types. L-type calcium channels show relatively
large and long lasting ion flow after activation. T-type channels show a tiny and transient ion
flow.

The Na+ ≠K+ pump transports sodium and potassium ions in and out of the cell, consuming
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ATP. In every single procedure, three Na+-ions go into the cell, while two K+-ions go outside.
The transport depends on di�erent factors, such as ions concentration, transmembrane voltage
and temperature.
The Calcium pump transports calcium out of the cell, using ATP.
The main responsible of the calcium transport out of the cell is the Na-Ca exchanger. In a single
procedure three extracellular sodium ions are exchanged with a single intracellular calcium ion,
[35].

Consider a membrane portion of unit area containing a given type of ionic channels. The
behaviour of a single ionic channel can be modeled with functions describing the transition
between conducting and non-conducting states. In the simplest case two states are assumed: S0

as opened and S1 as closed. Assuming a stochastic transition, it’s usual to assign an opened
probability s0 and a closed probability s1, that reflects percentages of close and open channels
per unit area of the surface membrane, [106].
Using a first order kinetic with transition rate constants – and —, such that S0

–≠æ S1 and
S1

—≠æ S0, we find Y
_]

_[

ds1
dt

= –s0 ≠ —s1

s0 + s1 = 1
.

thus, setting the gating variable w = s1, gating variable, the system becomes

dw

dt
= –(1 ≠ w) ≠ —w. (1.9)

At equilibrium conditions, there is any change in channel state and dw

dt
= 0; thus, we can define

wŒ = –

– + —
·w = 1

– + —

respectively the equilibrium state and the time constant. We can finally write the gating equation

dw

dt
= wŒ ≠ w

·w

. (1.10)

Transition rate constants depends, in general, on the transmembrane potential V ; thus, in a
voltage clamp set their new values depends on the fixed v0. Since these coe�cients are constant,
the di�erential equation (1.10) can be solved for w, giving the evolution depicted in Figure 1.5:

w(t) = wŒ(v0) (wŒ(v0) ≠ w(0)) e≠ t
·w . (1.11)

Given a population of N ionic channels in a given area S of membrane surface, the function
w represents the percentage of open channels. Thus the quantity g(V, t) = N

S
w represents the

proportion of open channels in a unit area of the membrane surface.
In general, the total current through a population of ionic channels is resulting from the product

Iion = g(V, t)Ic(V ),
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the gating variable in a specific voltage clamp set: at time t = 0, V
increases from 0 to v0 = ≠65mV and keeps this value until t = 50, when it returns back to
0. Thus we have two dynamics: the first in [0, 50] with w(0) = 0, the second in [50, 100] with
w(0) = wŒ.

where Ic(V ) is the current voltage relation of a single open channel.
In the specific case of a linear current voltage relation, equation ((1.7)) yields

Iion = g(V, t)Ic(V ) = N

S
wgc(V ≠ vc)

where gc is the channel conductance and vc is the resting potential. The previous equation is
generally written as

Iion = Ḡcw(V ≠ vc), (1.12)

where Ḡc is the maximal channel conductance per unit area of the membrane surface, [19]. This is
the reason why a ionic channel is generally represented as a resistor with a specific conductance.

1.2.3 Hodgkin-Huxley model

In this context, the classical work of Hodgkin and Huxley (1953) represents the ancestor model
of all modern cardiac electrophysiology.
According to the previous formalism, authors divided the total membrane current into capacitative
and a ionic currents, using an equivalent electrical circuit (Figure 1.6), made of resistances in
parallel to capacity, [25].

Furthermore, they splitted the ionic current into components carried by sodium ions (INa),
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Figure 1.6: The electrical circuit representing the membrane of an electrical excitable cell [116].

potassium ions (IK) and other ions (Il, leakage current). Thus
Y
_]

_[

Cm

dv

dt
+ Iion = Iapp

Iion = INa + IK + Il

The next step they reached was showing that the ionic membrane permeability satisfied the
linear current-voltage relation (1.12).
The conductance Gl = Ḡl = 0.3 is assumed to be constant, while the other conductances are
associated to a resistor with a non linear dynamic. Specifically, the time course of sodium and
potassium conductances presents a stochastic behaviour, described for a general ionic channel,
[106].

The time dependence of GK is easy to describe and is based on the assumption that potassium
ions can cross the membrane only when four similar particles occupy a certain region of the
membrane. Thus, we introduce the gating variable n, that stands for the portion of the particles
in a certain position. According to equation (1.9) with the proper transition rate constants –n

and —n, the formal expression used to describe potassium conductance is
Y
]

[
GK = ḠKn4

dn

dt
= –n(1 ≠ n) ≠ —nn

,

where ḠK = 36 is the maximal conductance for potassium ions, [36].

Otherwise, sodium conductance is determined by two variables. Each of them obeys a first
order equation, because sodium conductance is assumed to be proportional to the number of sites
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occupied simultaneously by three activating molecules, without being blocked by an inactivating
one. In this case, we’ll introduce the activation variable m, and the inactivation one h, satisfying
once again the gating variable equation (1.9).
Indicating the transfer rate constants in the two direction, respectively, –m and —m for the first
gating variable and –h and —h for the second one, the formal system that occurs is

Y
____]

____[

GNa = ḠNam3h
dm

dt
= –m(1 ≠ m) ≠ —mm

dh

dt
= –h(1 ≠ h) ≠ —hh

,

where ḠNa = 120 is the maximal conductance for sodium ions, [35].

To sum up, replacing every equation depending on the stochastic transition rate with the
equivalent formulation depending on the steady state values (that is (1.10)), the formal Hodgkin-
Huxley model becomes Y

__________]

__________[

Cm

dv

dt
+ Iion(V, m, h, n) = Iapp

dm

dt
= mŒ(V ) ≠ m

·m(V )
dn

dt
= nŒ(V ) ≠ n

·n(V )
dh

dt
= hŒ(V ) ≠ h

·h(V )

(1.13)

where

xŒ = –x(V )
–x(V ) + —x(V ) , (1.14)

·x(V ) = 1
–x(V ) + —x(V ) , x = m, n, h (1.15)

and
Iion(V, m, n, h) = ḠNam3h(V ≠ VNa) + ḠKn4(V ≠ VK) + Ḡl(V ≠ Vl)

is the total ionic current, depending on voltage, [25].

Figure 1.7: O�cial LifeX logo, [1]

This model is of great importance for the modern cardiac
electrophysiology. Furthermore, because of its simple
formulation, it is widely used to perform with a reduced
e�ort some preliminary tests for electromechanical frame-
works presenting higher numerical complexity. Thus, we
developed a C++ code for the HH model, embedded in
the LifeX library (Figure 1.7), this one being a high-
performance Finite Element library mainly focused on mathematical models and numerical
methods for cardiac applications. It is written in C++ using the most modern programming
techniques available in the C++17 standard and is based on the deal.II finite element core, [1].
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1.3 Modeling of Cardiac myocytes

Following the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) formalism, various kinds of HH-type models of neurons and
other excitable cells are proposed. The HH-type equations include many variables, depending
on the number of di�erent ionic currents and their gating variables considered in the models,
whereas the original formulation possess only four variables.
For this reason it could be useful to formalize the general structure of a cardiac membrane model,
with N ionic currents and M gating variables. The dynamics of gating variables w := (w1 . . . wM )
is described by the system of ODEs:

Y
_]

_[

dw

dt
= R(V, w)

w(0) = w0
(1.16)

where Rj(V, w) = dwj

dt
= –j(V )(1 ≠ wj) ≠ —j(V )wj , j = 1 . . . M , that is the general gating

variable equation, used in the HH formalism.
In addiction to the HH formalism, we need to introduce concentrations. Considering S intercellular
concentration variables, the dynamic of the vector c := (c1 . . . cS) is given by the system:

Y
_]

_[

dc

dt
= S(V, w, c)

c(0) = c0
.

In this case, for the specific ion cj , we have Sj(V, w, c) = dcj

dt
= ≠ Icj (V,w)Acap

Vcj zcj F
for j = 1 . . . S,

where Icj is the sum of ionic currents carrying the ion, Acap is the capacitive membrane area, Vcj

is the volume of the compartment and zcj is the ion valence.
To sum up, the evolution of the transmembrane potential of a single myocyte is given by the
generalization of the system (1.13):

Y
________]

________[

Cm

dV

dt
+ Iion(V, w, c) = Iapp

dw

dt
= R(V, w)

dc

dt
= S(V, w, c)

V (0) = v0, w(0) = w0, c(0) = c0

(1.17)

where the ionic current of the membrane Iion depends on the concentration variables too, through
the reversal potential. Being more precise, with the standard notation for the membrane
conductance Gk and the reversal potential vk, the ionic current has the general structure

Iion =
Nÿ

k=1
Gk(V, c)

Mÿ

j=1
w

pjk
j

(V ≠ vk(c)) + In(V, w, c),

where pjk are integers and In is the sum of time independent ionic fluxes, [19].
In the last years a large number of HH-type models of myocytes was constructed, with
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increasing abilities to describe the di�erent electrophysiological mechanisms.
Di�erent families of ionic models have been proposed: (i) phenomenological models, which

are simple and constructed to reproduce the macroscopic behaviour of the cell in terms of V ;
(ii) first generation models, which reproduce the macroscopic behaviour and the physiology of
the cell by accounting the most important ionic currents; (iii) second generation models, which
provide a very detailed description of the cell behaviour.

HH-type models and the computational physiology on cardiac cells started with the Noble
model (1962), which is a model of excitable membrane of Purkinje fibres. Twenty years later, the
development of single channel recording technology allowed quantitative measurements of various
ionic channels, thus DiFrancesco and Noble (1985) developed the model of Purkinje fibres, [116].
Anyway, we will focus on cardiac ionic models of ventricular cells.

1.3.1 Beeler and Reuter model

In 1977, Beeler and Reuter published the first mathematical model of a mammalian ventricular
myocyte. Their work became the framework for development of later more comprehensive models
of cardiac ventricular action potentials and has been used extensively in simulations of AP
propagation in multicellular models of cardiac tissue.
This model incorporates only four intercellular currents (see Figure 1.8): an initial fast inward
current carried primarily by sodium, INa; a secondary or slow inward current, Is, carried mainly
but not exclusively by calcium ions; a time activated outward current designated Ix1; and a
time-independent potassium outward current designated IK1. Thus

Iion = INa + Is + Ix1 + IK1.

Variables of the model are the transmembrane voltage Vm and six activation and inactivation
parameters m, h, j, d, f, x1 controlling the conductance of the membrane. Each of these parameters
is governed by a Hodgkin-Huxley equation (1.16) with specifically chosen transfer rate coe�cients.
It was also discovered that the intracellular calcium concentration changes during the course of
an action potential, thus [Ca2+]i was included in the model as an additional dynamic variable.

The fast sodium current (INa) is primarily responsible for the rapid upstroke of the action
potential. It was adapted from Hodgkin and Huxley, using the same activation gate m and the
inactivation gate h, with the addition of a slow inactivation gating variable j. Thus the final
formulation of the fast sodium current is:

INa =
1
gNam3hj + gNaC

2
(V ≠ ENa)

with the Nernst voltage of sodium ENa = 50mV , the maximal sodium conductance gNa and the
background sodium conductance gNaC , chosen to reproduce the measured steady sodium leakage
current.

The slow inward current IS , primarily carried by calcium ions, influences the duration of
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Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of the Beeler-Reuter cell model used.

the AP. The Ca2+ influx is modeled by the equation

Is = gsdf(V ≠ Es)

activated by d and inactivated by f .
Since the reversal potential Es = ≠82.3 ≠ 12.0287 · log(0.001[Ca2+]i) is calcium-dependent, the
internal Ca2+ concentration must be tracked, via

dc

dt
= 0.07(10≠1 ≠ c) ≠ 0.01 · Is

where c = [Ca2+]i.
The two outward currents are instead responsible for the repolarization phase and mediate

the return to the resting potential. The time-dependent potassium current Ix1 is controlled
by a single gating variable x1 and satisfies the equation

Ix1 = 8 · 10≠3x1

A
e0.04(V +77) ≠ 1

e0.04(V +35)

B

while the time-independent potassium current IK1 depends on the voltage only, [13].

Although the Beeler–Reuter model has had a fairly long and robust run of popularity, it
happened that gradually updated models replaced it. The first modification was about Na+

current. Because of the rapid activation, it was not possible to measure accurately the inward
current and, as a result, all the early models used the HH formulation. As a consequence, there
wasn’t a su�cient rapid upstroke for the action potential, and this had an important e�ect on
the propagation speed for propagated APs.
Once appropriate data became available, it was possible to suggest an improved description of
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the sodium inward current.

1.3.2 Luo-Rudy model

The Luo-Rudy model describes the electrophysiology of a ventricular cell from guinea pig based
primarily on data from single-cell and single-channel measurements.
The authors’ activity can be divided into two parts, thus they published two di�erent works,
with significant di�erences, in 1991 and 1994, see [64].

The passive model

The first phase of the Luo-Rudy model describes the electrophysiology of a ventricular cell,
published in 1991, based primarily on data from single-cell and single-channel measurements.
The model results as a a succession of the Beeler-Reuter model using similar formulations for the
fast sodium current and the slow inward current.
In the model, the extracellular concentrations of ions are fixed. This is the reason why it’s usually
identified with a passive model: the ion concentration is unchanged, thus the model cell is always
alive or no chance to die. Anyway, because of the e�ects of potassium concentration on the time
course of repolarization, they introduced in the model this dependence on potassium current.

The model incorporates six intercellular currents, that can be divided in two inwards and
four outward (see Figure 1.9). Thus

Iion = INa + Isi + IK + IK1 + IKp + Ib

Variables of the model are the transmembrane voltage Vm, the intercellular calcium concen-
tration [Ca2+]i, and seven activation and inactivation parameters m, h, j, d, f, x, xi controlling
the conductance of the membrane. Each of these parameters is governed by a Hodgkin-Huxley
equation (1.16) with specifically chosen transfer rate coe�cients, [106].

The fast sodium current (INa) is time dependent. It has the usual HH formulation, with
the omission of the constant background sodium conductance. Thus the final formulation of the
fast sodium current is:

INa = gNam3hj (V ≠ ENa)

with the Nernst voltage of sodium ENa = 50mV , the maximal sodium conductance gNa.
The Slow inward current (Isi) corresponds to the Is current in the Beeler and Reuter

model, thus it has the same formulation. Furthermore, this current depends on [Ca2+]i and is
directly linked to calcium dynamic.

The Time-dependent potassium current (IK) is the last dependent current of the model.
It was adapted from the existed model, using the same activation gate x, with the addition of
the inactivation gating variable xi. Thus the final formulation of the fast sodium current is:

IK = gKxxi (V ≠ EK) .
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Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of the currents considered in the Passive Luo Rudy model.

Here, the gating variable x is governed by the usual Hodgkin-Huxley equation (1.16), while the
inactivation variable xi has a di�erent dynamic.
Furthermore, potassium reversal potential EK depends for the first time on the concentrations
of both K+ and Na+ and follows the equation

EK = RT

F
log

A
[K+]o + PRNaK [Na+]o
[K+]i + PRNaK [Na+]i

B

,

where PRNaK stands for the permeability ration for Na+, relative to K+.
The Time-independent potassium current is the first of the three currents that does not

depend on any gating variable. In this specific case, the variable was approximated by the steady
state formulation K1Œ, by using a time constant small enough. Thus the current magnitude is

IK1 = gK1K1Œ(V ≠ EK1),

where, once again, the maximal potassium conductance, depends on the extracellular potassium
concentration, [19].

The Plateau potassium current IKp restores the cell to the resting state, and

IKp = gKpKp(V ≠ EKp)

where EKp = EK1 and Kp depend on the membrane voltage only.
The Background current Ib is a linear function, that is

Ib = gb(V ≠ Eb),

where the maximal conductance and the reversal potential are fixed values,see [65].
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Calcium dynamic

In the second phase of Luo-Rudy’s work, ICa is reformulated on the basis of the most recent data
from single cell and single-channel experiments. Other processes are also incorporated in the
new model, but the most important di�erence is due to the new formulation of calcium dynamic.
The mechanisms by which a cell controls its Ca2+ concentration are of central interest in cell
physiology, because prolonged high cytoplasmic calcium concentration is toxic. Thus, lots of
control mechanisms operate on di�erent levels, in order to ensure that this substance does not
exceed in the wrong places.

Calcium is removed from the cytoplasm in two principal ways: it is pumped out of the cell
across the plasma membrane, and it is sequestered into internal compartments, such as the
SR. Since the Ca2+ concentration in the cytoplasm is much lower than either the extracellular
concentration or the concentration inside the internal compartments, both these methods require
a large amount of energy, [113].

On the same way, calcium influx occurs via two principal pathways: inflow through Ca2+

channels in the plasma membrane and release from internal stores. In the specific case, calcium
release form SR is mediated principally by two types of Ca2+ channels that also have the role of
receptors.
The ryanodine receptor, so called because of its sensitivity to the plant alkaloid ryanodine, plays
an integral role in excitation–contraction coupling in skeletal and cardiac muscle cells. This
protein underlies Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release, whereby a small amount of calcium entering the
cardiac or skeletal muscle cell through calcium channels initiates an explosive release of Ca2+

from the SR, [42].

The Calcium-Induced Calcium-Release. Structurally, the SR consists of junctional sar-
coplasmic reticulum (JSR) and network sarcoplasmic reticulum (NSR). The network SR is
formed by a series of interconnected tubules that span the region between the transverse-tubules
(T-tubules). The junctional SR is the place where this organelle forms specialized junctions with
the sarcolemmal T-tubules, which result in the close juxtaposition of ryanodine-sensitive calcium
channels (RyRs) in the SR and sarcolemmal voltage-gated L-type channels, [134].

During excitation-contraction coupling, membrane depolarization opens L-type calcium chan-
nels near the junctional SR. This allows a small amount of Ca2+ to enter the small cytosolic
volume that separates the SR and the T-tubule sarcolemma, rising local calcium concentration
beyond a threshold for RyRs activation. This mechanism is known as Calcium-Induced Calcium-
Release (CICR), [10].
While the CICR mechanism initiates the transient elevation of intracellular calcium concentration
in both ventricular and atrial myocytes, there are substantial spatiotemporal di�erences in the
properties of atrial and ventricular calcium transient. For example, in ventricular myocyte the
Ca2+ release is virtually uniform throughout the cell, while in atrial myocyte the Ca2+ wave
arises in the junctional SR, in the periphery, and propagates to the center of the cell, activating
secondary release from the other SR compartment, [28].
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To sum up, the update to the model consists of considering di�erent calcium concentration
in di�erent cellular parts. Thus, we’ll next include in the model:
[Ca2+]i: cytoplasmic concentration of free calcium;
[Ca2+]jsr: junctional SR free calcium concentration;
[Ca2+]nsr: network SR free calcium concentration.

The dynamic model

The Luo-Rudy dynamic model, published in 1994, is an extension of the passive model and
describes the electrophysiology of a ventricular cell. It includes not only sodium and potassium
channels of previous models, but also introduces sodium-potassium pump, calcium pump, L-
type calcium channel, non-specific calcium-activated channel, sodium-calcium exchanger on
the membrane as well as calcium-induced calcium release channel and calcium pump on the
membrane of SR with calcium bu�ers in the myoplasm.

In the dynamic model the cell is considered alive. To achieve this goal, it needs the ions to go
back after firing an action potential in order to maintain the intracellular ion balance. Thus, in a
shot of AP, potassium ions leave out of the cell, sodium ions get into the cell from extracellular
space and calcium ions get into the cells both from extracellular space and for SR. So, ion pumps
are required in the cell membranes and SR to maintain the ion balance inside the cell, [25].

The model incorporates 11 intercellular currents, see Figure 1.10. Thus the ionic current
results only as an extension of the passive model, that is

Iion = INa + ICaL + IK + IK1 + IKp + INaCa + InsCa + IpCa + INaK + IbCa + IbNa.

Variables in this first part of the model are the transmembrane voltage Vm, and eight
activation and inactivation parameters m, h, j, d, f, Xs1, Xs2, Xr controlling the conductance of
the membrane. Each of these parameters is governed by a Hodgkin-Huxley equation (1.16) with
specifically chosen transfer rate coe�cients. The intracellular ions concentration are variables of
the model too, whose equation will appear later, [106].

The fast sodium current (INa) has the same formulation of the passive model, except for
the decreasing of the maximal conductance.

The L-Type Calcium current (ICaL) corresponds to the slow inward current Isi. The
L-type channel is permeable to Ca2+, Na+, K+, with di�erent permeability ratios. Thus, the
total current through this channel is expressed as the sum of the individual components current,
that is

ICaL = ICaLCa + ICaLNa + ICaLK .

Here, because there is only one physical channel, each of these terms is governed by the same
gating variables, obtaining

ICaLX = d · f · fCa · ĪCaLX

with ĪCaLX the maximal current through the channel for the X ion specie, with X = Ca, Na, K.
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Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of the currents considered in the Luo Rudy dynamic model.
The intracellular compartment is the SR, which is divided into the two subcompartments. Ca2+

bu�ers are present in both the cytoplasm and the JSR.

Once again, d represents the usual activation variable, f represents the usual inactivation one,
while fCa is a new inactivation variable, whose equation depends on the intercellular calcium
concentration.
Just one year later, in the first update appeared the T-type calcium current, governed by two
gating variables. Their name is due to their activities: the L-type current appears long lasting, if
compared to the transient calcium current.

The Time-dependent potassium current (IK) has the same formulation of the passive
model, with an additional activation gate. Thus, we find

IK = gKx2xi (V ≠ EK) ,

where the inactivation gate has a di�erent dynamic.
In other terms, this current represents the rapid potassium kinetic.

The Time-independent potassium current does not change its formulation, except for
the maximal potassium conductance.
In other updates, this term represents the slow potassium current.

The Plateau potassium current IKp does not show any change in its equations.
The Sodium-calcium exchanger INaCa and the Sodium potassium pump INaK currents

describe membrane activities mediated by ATP. Their equations depend on all the intercellular
concentrations: [Ca2+]i, [Na+]i, [K+]o.

The Non-specific calcium-activated current InsCa describes the activity of a channel
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equally permeable to Na+ and K+, under Ca2+ overload conditions. Therefore, InsCa is regarded
as the sum of the Na+ current InsNa and the K+ current InsK through this channel.

The Sarcolemmal calcium pump IpCa provides the behaviour of this other mechanism, in
addiction to the exchanger INaCa, for the extrusion of calcium ions out of the cell. As suggested,
the pump is included in the model to maintain the low level of [Ca2+]i at rest.

The Calcium background current IbCa is formulated as a linear leakage current, whose
resting potential depends on calcium concentrations.

The Sodium background current IbNa is also formulated as a linear leakage current. Its
contribution to [Na+]i is balanced by Na+ ion extrusion through INaK and entry through INaCa,
so that the resting level of [Na+]i is maintained, see [63].

Concentrations dynamics The evolutions of the intercellular concentrations of the sodium
and potassium can be described by simple ODEs. In the formulation, we’ll consider not only
the total ion current through all the ion channels, but also the currents through pumps and
exchangers. Thus, we have:

d[K+]i
dt

= ≠ Acap

VmyoF
(IK + IK1 + IKp ≠ 2INaK)

d[Na+]i
dt

= ≠ Acap

VmyoF
(INa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa) ,

where Acap is the capacitative area of the membrane and Vmyo is the volume of the myoplasm.

According to the previous presentation, the SR is represented by two subcompartements,
employed for the bu�ering of calcium ions. The intracellular calcium mechanisms are governed
by four currents:
Iup represents the inward calcium current from the cytoplasm to NSR, through a pump mechanism;
Ileak is the outward calcium current from NSR back to cytoplasm
Itr stands for the calcium current between NSR and JSR
Irel is the outward calcium current that releases calcium to the cytoplasm from JSR.

To sum up, the model considers the three di�erent concentrations of the free calcium in
the cytoplasm, [Ca2+]i, in the JSR, [Ca2+]jsr, and in the NSR, [Ca2+]nsr. Using the notation
ICa,t = ICaL + InsCa + IpCa + IbCa, their evolutions are described by the following ODEs:

d[Ca2+]i
dt

= ≠—myo

A
Acap

2VmyoF
(ICa,t ≠ 2INaCa) + Vnsr

Vmyo

(Iup ≠ Ileak) ≠ Vjsr

Vmyo

Irel

B

,

d[Ca2+]jsr

dt
= ≠—myo (Itr ≠ Irel)

d[Ca2+]nsr

dt
= ≠Iup ≠ Ileak ≠ Vjsr

Vnsr

Itr,

where —myo and —jsr model instantaneous calcium bu�ering, [64].
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1.3.3 Ten Tusscher and O’Hara-Rudy models

The most studied models of human ventricular cells are Ten Tusscher-Panfilov (TT) model
(published in 2004 and updated in 2006) and O’Hara-Rudy (ORd) one (published in 2011).
Di�erently from all the previous models, they present a high level of electrophysiological detail,
and they are based on human experimental data of the major ionic currents, [131].

TT model presents Iion as the sum of 12 transmembrane ionic currents (see Figure 1.11), thus

Iion = INa + ICaL + Ito + IKr + IKs + IK1 + INaCa + INaK + IpCa + IbK + IbCa + IbNa.

The sodium current (INa) is the sum of Fast Na+ current and Late Na+ current, with
identical activation time constant. These currents can’t be considered to be separated channels,
but they represent di�erent gating models, separated functionally in time.

The L-Type Calcium current (ICaL) has the same formulation as previous models.
Potassium currents are divided into Slow delayed rectifier current (IKs), Inward rectifier

K+ current (IK1) and Rapid delayed rectifier current (IKr), with terms representing the outward
potassium concentration dependence.

The transient outward current has the following simple formulation:

Ito = gtors(V ≠ EK)

where r is the voltage dependent activation gate and s is the voltage dependent inactivation gate.
The Sodium-calcium exchanger INaCa and the Sodium potassium ATPase pump

INaK currents have the same formulation of Luo Rudy models, except for a factor that accounts
for the higher concentration of calcium in the subspace close to the sarcolemmal membrane where
the exchanger is operating.

The Sarcolemmal calcium pump IpCa has the commonly applied equation, similar to the
equation used in Luo Rudy models.

The Background currents IbCa, IbNa, IbK with reduced amplitudes, so that the generally
lower major current conductances used to match human data in construction of this model would
be properly balanced.

The dynamic of the main ions (sodium, potassium and calcium) is not a�ected by many
changes. Potassium and sodium concentrations are governed by the following system:

d[Na+]i
dt

= ≠INa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa

VCF

d[K+]i
dt

= ≠IK1 + Ito + IKr + IKs ≠ 2INaK + IbK + Istim

VCF
.

where Istim stands for the external stimulus current.
In the same way, calcium concentrations can be divided into two di�erent parts, that are the
total calcium in the cytoplasm, accounting bu�ered and free calcium in the cytoplasm, and the
total calcium in the SR, accounting the bu�ered and the free calcium in the SR.
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Exactly like the previous model of Luo and Rudy, these concentrations are formulated in the
following way, [79]:

• the leakage current from the SR to the cytoplasm

Ileak = Vleak · (CaSR ≠ Cai) ;

• the pump current taking up calcium in the SR

Iup = Vmaxup

1 + K2
up

Ca2
i

• the calcium induced calcium release current, depending on the activation and inactivation
gating variables g and d,

Irel = Krel ·
A

crel + arel · Ca2
SR

b2
rel

+ Ca2
SR

B

· d · g (1.18)

where Vmaxup, Vleak, Kup are specific parameters.
What really represents an improvement in the direction of simulating human cardiomyocytes

is the possibility to reproduce human epicardial, endocardial, and M cells action potentials.
Histologically, M cells are similar to epicardial and endocardial cells. Electrophysiologically and
pharmacologically, they appear to be a hybrid between Purkinje and ventricular cells, [3].

It is possible to switch from one type to the other by changing a little set of parameters.

Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of the currents considered in Ten Tusscher model.
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Through the model we are also able to explain di�erences between cells behaviours. For example,
endocardial cells di�er from epicardial cells in their lower Ito density and in their slower recovery
from inactivation. Furthermore, M cells di�er from epicardial and endocardial cells by having a
di�erent IKs density, while Ito density and dynamics are similar to those of epicardial cells. Like
Purkinje fibers, M cells develop delayed afterdepolarizations more readily in response to agents
that calcium load or overload the cardiac cell. Thus, they may contribute to the development of
both substrate and triggers associated with arrhythmogenesis. Finally, the model shows a longer
AP duration of M cells because of the lower Ito density, see [130].

O’Hara-Rudy model The main currents formulation and the histological di�erences among
cells (transmural heterogeneity) are preserved also in the O’Hara-Rudy model. The main di�erence
consists in a specific cell structure, that includes four compartments: the bulk myoplasm (myo),
the subspace (SS) representing the space near the T-tubules, the JSR and the NSR.
As a consequence, the whole Na+/Ca2+ exchange current INaCa is split into two contributions:
the 80% of the total amount concurs to the myoplasm ionic flux (INaCa,i), the residual 20%
results as a current into subspace (INaCa,ss).
Furthermore, within these compartments are placed ionic currents and fluxes described by
Hodgkin-Huxley equations or Markov models and some additional currents are responsible of the
ion flux between the myoplasm and the subspace. These di�usion currents a Idiff,Na, Idiff,Ca

and Idiff,K .
Similarly, the L-type calcium current (ICaL) is defined as the sum of two components, namely
ICaK and ICaNa.

Figure 1.12: O�cial LifeX logo, [1]

This model is of great importance for the modern car-
diac electrophysiology. Several human models have been
proposed for ventricular electrophysiology, and among
them the ORd model stands out among the others be-
cause of the representation of Calcium signalling, the
capability to manifest arrhythmia precursors such as al-
ternans and early afterdepolarisation, and good response
to simulated drug block and disease remodelling.
A novel update of this milestone was developed in 2019 as the ToR-ORd model and this new
formulation is provided in the LifeX library, [126].
Nevertheless, ORd was selected by a panel of experts as the model best suited for regulatory
purposes. Thus, we developed a C++ code for the ORd model, embedded in the LifeX library
(Figure 1.12), this one being a high-performance Finite Element library mainly focused on
mathematical models and numerical methods for cardiac applications, [1].
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Chapter 2

Human Induced Pluripotent Stem
Cells (hiPSC)

Every organ and tissue in our body has stem cells as foundation cells. Indeed, these tissues are
made up of highly specialized cells, originally coming from an initial pool of stem cells formed
shortly after fertilization. Throughout our lives, we continue to lean on stem cells in order to
replace injured tissues and cells that we lose every day, i.e. those in our skin, hair, blood, and the
lining of our gut. Stem cells are characterized by two key properties: (i) the ability to self-renew,
dividing in a way that makes copies of themselves, and (ii) the ability to di�erentiate, giving rise
to the mature types of cells that form our organs and tissues.
Induced pluripotent stem cells (also known as iPSCs) are a kind of pluripotent stem cells that
can be generated directly from adult cells (e.g., skin cells). These cells exhibit morphology and
growth properties typical of embryonic stem cells and express the same marker genes, see [122].
IPSCs hold promise in the field of regenerative medicine, thanks to their ability to propagate
indefinitely and to give rise to every other cell type in the body. Human embryonic stem cells
might be used in disease treatment, but problems arise because of ethical troubles and tissue
rejection following in vivo transplantation. IPSCs allow circumventing these issues since they
can be derived directly from adult tissues, [114].

In many fields, the primary challenge is to use iPSCs to replace those lost due to damage
or disease processes. Although the iPSC technology has not yet advanced to a stage where
therapeutic transplants have been deemed safe, iPSCs are readily used in drug discovery and to
understand the patient-specific basis of disease. This means they are used for drug screening,
especially in e�cacy and potential toxicity investigations.
Such approaches are now becoming more and more popular because of the increasing interest
in phenotypic screening and the advantages of human iPSCs in disease modeling compared to
traditional screenings, see [114].

39
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2.1 A decade of progress

The iPSC technology was pioneered by S. Yamanaka, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2012,
along with Sir J. Gordon, for the discovery of mature cells reprogrammed to become pluripotent.

The first step was fulfilled in 2006 by Yamanaka ad K. Takahashi. In their study, they showed
that cells with a gene expression profile similar to the embryonic stem cells can be generated
from mouse somatic cells by using retroviral transduction of four transcription factors: Oct3/4,
Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc, [122].
To reach this conclusion, they assumed that genes important to embryonic stem cells functions
might play pivotal roles in somatic cell pluripotency induction. First of all, they selected 24
genes as candidates and introduced each of them into mouse embryonic fibroblasts (connective
tissue cells), obtaining a resistant colony. After that, in order to determine which of them were
critical, they sequentially examined the e�ect of withdrawal of individual factors from the pool
of transduced candidate genes on the formation of resistant colonies, see 2.1.
Through di�erent data analyses on their experiments, authors also confirmed the statement that
iPSCs are similar, but not identical, to embryonic stem cells, [17].

Just one year later, three separate research groups improved the reprogramming approach,
giving rise to iPSCs that were indistinguishable from embryonic ones (in morphology, proliferation
and gene expression). Anyway, this improvement did not change the main assumption and
pluripotent stem cells were derived by retroviral-mediated expression of the same four transcription
factors, [81]. A schematic view of the generation process is presented in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic process on the generation of iPSCs. (1) Culture donor cells (2) Transduce
stem cell-associated genes into the cell by viral vectors. (3) Culture of cells, according to stem
protocols. (4) A small subset of these cells generate iPSCs colonies.

Once again Yamanaka research group, in 2007, was the first to derive human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs). With the same principle used in mice reprogramming, researchers
used the same four pivotal genes to transform human fibroblasts, using a retroviral system. The
fundamental transcriptional network governing pluripotency is common in humans and mice, but
extrinsic factors and signals maintaining pluripotency are unique for each species. Thus hiPSC
are not identical to human embryonic cells: di�erences between the two lines can be detected
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through DNA microarray analyses.
Fibroblasts can be obtained by a skin biopsy, thus di�erent e�orts were done in order to identify
cell types that are more easily accessible, see [123].

2.1.1 Di�erentiation of hiPSCs

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the di�erentiation
process from skin cells to di�erentiated hiPSCs

Tissue-specific stem cells, which are often iden-
tified as “adult” or “somatic” stem cells, are
already somewhat specialized and they are able
to reproduce almost every mature cell that you
can find in the same tissue or organ in which
they reside, also if considering di�erent mature
cell types. Because of their ability to generate
multiple, organ-specific, cell types, they are
described as “multipotent.” For example, if we
consider stem cells lying in the adult brain we
notice that they can make neurons and two
types of glial cells, astrocytes and oligoden-
drocytes. Tissue-specific stem cells are highly
present in di�erent organs that need to be con-
tinuously filled themselves, such as the blood,
skin and gut, even though they have even been
found also in less regenerative organs, like the
brain. These types of stem cells represent a
very small population and are often hide deep
in the tissue, giving as a result a hard identification, and di�culties in isolating and growing in a
laboratory setting, see Figure 2.2.

Unlike adult stem cells (tissue-specific), embryonic stem cells potentially could generate every
cell type found in the body. Furthermore, the importance of these cells is the possibility to grow
and expand indefinitely, under the right conditions, in this unspecialized and undi�erentiated state.
This is the reason why these cells play a key role in learning about early human developmental
processes, otherwise inaccessible. Furthermore, they help researchers to study diseases and define
strategies that ultimately could lead to therapies designed to replace or restore damaged tissues.

2.1.2 Disease modeling

Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells technology became popular also in regenerative medicine
and the first clinical study started in 2014. The challenge is to identify pathological mechanisms
underlying human diseases, in order to discover new therapeutic strategies.

One of the main reason why researchers are interested in studying iPS cells, and one of the
major advantages, is that they represent a good way to create pluripotent stem cell lines, that are
specific to a disease or even to an individual patient. The development of disease-specific stem
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cells is a very attractive tool for studying the the mechanisms underlying a particular disease
and then for testing drugs for their treatment. One of the major advantages of patient-specific
stem cells in the field of cell therapy is that these cell lines arising from the patient themselves
may minimize di�erent serious complications and rejection risks, besides immunosuppression
that can occur following.
In the case of a genetic disease, the specific disease modeling begins with the process of deriving
hiPSCs containing the mutation with a key role in the disease. The second step is to di�erentiate
them into disease-relevant cell types (see Figure 2.3). The resultant cells are then used to
reveal disease aetiology, even though iPSCs exhibit line-to-line variations, which makes data
interpretation a little bit harder.
Moreover, because of pluripotency, it’s possible to di�erentiate into cells otherwise hard to access,
such as neurons.

Cell therapies based on iPSCs collapse because of several obstacles concerning the risk of
tumorigenicity. Dismissed the clinical application using cell products, the main clinical use of
iPSCs is about drug discovery.
The first scope is about screening for e�cacy: the aim is to find out the target considered to
be significant for the disease. Specifically, potential drug candidates have been identified using
either phenotypic and target-based screening. Only cells di�erentiated front the patient-derived
iPSCs could present molecular and cellular phenotypes. Whether the phenotype that is selected
as a readout for a drug screen is truly relevant to the disease can be confirmed by a gene editing
approach if the gene responsible for the disease phenotype is known and can be validated.
Another application is in drug repositioning, in which existing drugs already approved for specific
diseases are tested to find new applications in other diseases, see Figure 2.3.

The second scope is about screening for toxicity. The development of new drugs is highly
expensive, because of failures occurring in late-stage clinical trials. Many unpredicted adverse
e�ects can occur especially because of cardiac and liver toxicity.
Various preclinical strategies have been proposed to detect drug-induced electrophysiological
cardiotoxicity, including using in-vitro human ion channel assays, human-based in-silico recon-
structions and human stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes, [114].

Current therapies Nowadays, the most frequently used stem cells for therapy are blood stem
cells. In the past, doctors usually used bone marrow transplants to transfer blood stem cells
to patients, while currently more advanced techniques for collecting blood stem cells are used
to treat leukemia, lymphoma and other blood diseases. The most popular alternative to bone
marrow transplantation is the umbilical cord blood collection, and preserved as a source of blood
stem cells. Also some corneal and skin disorders or injuries can be treated by grafting tissues
that are maintained or derived by stem cells, and di�erent studies show that these therapies are
safe and e�ective.

Potential therapies Other promising stem cell treatments are still at very early experimental
stages. Mesenchymal stem cells, for example, randomly located throughout the whole body
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Figure 2.3: Typical steps of the creation and use of hiPSCs-based disease models: starting from
the patient, (1) hiPSC can be derived using the reprogramming protocol; (2) a di�erentiation
process allows to deal with with hiPSC-CMs; (3) di�erent diseases can be characterized and
modeled and finally (4) patient specific therapies feed the personalized medicine field.

(including in the bone marrow), can be treated and driven to become bone, cartilage, fat and
maybe even muscle. In di�erent experimental setup, mesenchymal stem cells showed the ability to
modify immune functions, generating considerable interest in developing ways of using these cells
to treat a high percentage of musculoskeletal abnormalities, cardiac disease and some immune
disorders.

Remaining challenges Despite the successes we have seen so far, we summarize some of the
major challenges that should be solved in order to use stem cells as a cell therapy to treat a
wider range of diseases. Initially, the source of stem cell should be enlarged. The process actually
needed to identify, isolate and grow the desired kind of stem cell, especially when rare adult cells
are needed, is painstaking and di�cult. On the other hand, embryonic stem cells and generic
pluripotent stem cells, can be grown indefinitely in laboratories, with the advantage of having
the potential to di�erentiate in any cell in the body, but such processes are already very complex
and require to be tightly controlled. iPS cells are also limited by these concerns. In both cases,
di�erent challenges should be won to ensure that these cells can be isolated and used safely and
routinely. Furthermore, the match between the donor and the recipient tissue needs a very close
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match, as it happens with organ transplants: the more closely the tissue matches the recipient,
the lower the risk of rejection. The development of iPSCs opened the door to the expansion of
patient-specific pluripotent stem cell lines that can later be developed into a needed cell type
showing lower problems of rejection and immunosuppression occurring from unrelated donors
transplants. Finally, a specific system for allocating the cells to the expected part of the body
should be developed. Once in the right organ, the new cells should then be forced to integrate
and cooperate together with the other existing cells of the body.

2.2 hiPSCs-Derived Cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs)

The purpose of this work, anyway, is to model one of the three possible germ layers of hiPSCs,
thus we will focus on the ability to establish specific di�erentiation toward the cardiac lineage.
That is why it is important to characterize the cardiomyocyte di�erentiation potential of hiPSCs,
to define the developmental steps involved in this process, and to study the molecular, structural,
and functional properties of the generated hiPSCs–CMs.
Di�erentiation to cardiac lineage relies on many signaling pathways. The most important
pathways are based on inducers and inhibitors of cardiac specification, [144].

hiPS-CMs are spontaneously beating cardiomyocytes derived from human induced pluripotent
stem cells. The cells express the major cardiac markers and ion channels, they are functionally
similar to adult human CMs, and exhibit expected responses to cardiac stimuli, making them
excellent in-vitro tools for studying human CMs function and for cardiac safety pharmacology
assays.
If we base on AP properties, cardiomyocytes’ cultures deriving from a single clone of di�erentiating
hiPSCs frequently results in a mix of cells that can be classified as atrial-, ventricular- and
nodal-like CMs. However, this kind of classification may result in misleading interpretation when
comparing CMs with prolonged action potential duration to healthy ones, [59].

2.2.1 Maturation process

Although several studies have shown that iPSC-CMs have molecular, structural and functional
properties resembling those of adult cardiomyocytes, they have proved to be less mature than
adult cells.
This means that information about electrophysiological and biochemical properties are limited.

The matter concerns iPSCs in general, because technologies for reprogramming cells evolved
much more rapidly than our ability to control the maturation state and age of resulting derived
cells. The general agreement is that human derived cells exhibit the properties of fetal-stage cells,
and these properties are observed in hiPSCs lineages independently of initial somatic donor cell’s
age. The long-term goal is to re-program di�erent cellular age and thereby to create specific cell
types of any age, [40].

To sum up, the main process involved in this issue is the maturation. They represent
contiguous temporal stages, but specific cellular processes underlying these mechanisms are
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Figure 2.4: Visual comparison of hiPSC-CMs and human adult CMs morphology. Late hiPSC-
CMs di�er from human adult CMs, e.g., in shape, size and ion channel expressions. Adult CM
are far larger, with multiple nuclei, large sarcomeric area, and large numbers of mitochondria.
Figure credit [100]

highly di�erent: cell maturation involves the development of functional features (such as electrical
activity), while aging is associated with a gradual decline in structures and functions.

The most common strategy to induce aging in cell di�erentiated from human pluripotent ones
is to treat these cells with cellular stressors. Another way is to express ectopical gene products
that induce premature aging.
However, whether these methods can elicit cellular ageing through a normal ageing mechanism
remains to be determined, [120].

Cardiomyocytes’ maturation It’s a general agreement that hiPSC-CMs are immature as
they do not display the sub-cellular, cellular and tissue-level adult myocyte morphology and
sarcomeric protein content and organization. A visual comparison of hiPSC-CMs and human
adult CMs morphology is detailed depicted in Figure 2.4 .

The culture process lasts almost one month: after around 16 days in the culture, cells begin
to segregate and by 30 days become subtype in specific ventricular or atrial cells.

Maturation of hiPSC-CMs is needed because it underlies the required physiological functions
of the cell. That is why it is important to develop limited quantitative methods to track hiPSC-
CMs maturation. One of the great challenges of an e�ective maturation marker rests in its
reliability as an adult marker. In fact, many potential cardiac markers of the adult mature state
are too susceptible to changes and the can revert in other signals during stress, [12].

Compared to their early-stage counterparts, late-stage hiPSC-CMs showed dramatic di�e-
rences in specialized structures.
Considering the morphology, we noticed that the most important parameter of myocytes’ function
is their force production, as it determines how e�ectively the organ can circulate blood. An adult
myocyte seems to have well-organized sarcomeres and rectangular shape, while, in comparison,
the morphology of a stem cell-derived myocyte presents some distinct challenges.
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Figure 2.5: AP shape of di�erent phenotypes, determined as the balance between inward and
outward currents. The typical adult CM APs (green) is compared to hiPSC-CMs one (yellow).
Figure credit [59].

Adults myocytes also show greater myofibril density and alignment.[140]
Functional properties of hiPSC-CMs also highlight the level of electrical and mechanical cell

maturation. In order to characterize electrophysiological properties of the di�erentiation, di�erent
ionic currents have been recorded in single hiPSC-CMs by using the patch clamp technique.
Figure 2.5 presents the contribution of the Sodium and Calcium inward currents to the depolarizing
phase of the electrical activity, while the repolarizing process is governed by the outward Potassium
current. Additionally, the Calcium inward component and the pacemaker current play a key role
during the slower depolarization of spontaneous automatic cells and during the plateau phase in
simulated phase. The comparison between the electrophysiological phenotypes of hiPSC-CMs
and adult CMs suggests a great correspondence when considering nodal-like and sinoatrial CMs,
because of the contribution of the funny current and and Calcium currents, together with the
overlack of IK1. On the other hand, if we consider atrial and ventricular APs, major di�erences
between adult and hiPSC-CMs AP shapes are present. Indeed, hiPSC-CMs features, such as
the Diastolic Membrane Potential, the AP upstroke velocity and the AP duration, are not
superimposable to those of adult CMs, [59].
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2.3 Engineered hiPSC-CMs tissue

The possibility to engineer hiPSC-derived cardiac cell cultures being as similar as possible to
undiseased and diseased regions of the human heart is the required to improve the translation of
hiPSC-CMs studies to humans.

In the area of cardiovascular diseases, hiPSC-CMs have already shown a wide range of possible
applications; important parameters like morphology, calcium handling, and contractility have
been successfully analyzed in such systems. 2D cultures of hiPSC-CMs are often used as a
platform for investigating new therapies. Despite the improved maturation protocols developed
in the last few years, hiPSC-CMs in 2D cultures are placed in a physiological and structural
context that does not completely mimic the in vivo condition.

In an e�ort to overcome the intrinsic limitations 2D cell cultures in terms of spatial architecture,
recent years have seen a burgeoning development of three-dimensional culture models.

However, re-creating in-vitro a reliable 3D tissue is undoubtedly more complex than using
standard cell cultures, and several new aspects have to be considered simultaneously. Besides the
source of cardiomyocytes, which has been discussed so far, at least three more elements must be
considered for the creation of a 3D heart tissue model (see Figure 2.6): the type of supporting
sca�old, when present, the external stimuli that need to be applied and, last but not least, the
role played by the non-contractile cell population(s).

Such phenomenon has also involved the field of heart diseases and many groups have developed

Figure 2.6: Generation of three-dimensional hiPSC-based cardiac constructs. Human iPSC-
derived cardiac cells, sca�olds, and physical and environmental stimuli are the three main
elements required for the generation of a 3D cardiac construct. Figure credit [105]
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3D models of both healthy and pathological cardiac tissues [105].

Figure 2.7: The resulting ring-
shaped engineered human myo-
cardium, figure credit [125]

The availability of human embryonic stem cells and the
scalability of their directed di�erentiation into bona fide car-
diomyocytes, as well,have facilitated the rapid evolution of
myocardial tissue engineering.
For example, some researchers systematically approached the
design of engineered human myocardium with structural and
functional properties observed in the postnatal heart (Figure
2.7). Through overstimulation, they showed that the engi-
neered human myocardium is a useful tool for the modeling of
human heart failure in the dish, presenting outcomes similar
to what is typically observed in clinical heart failure, [125].

Another group developed a next-generation in-vitro
biomimetic model of pumping human heart chamber, and
demonstrated its capability for pharmaceutical testing. From human pluripotent stem cell-
derived ventricular cardiomyocytes embedded in collagen-based extracellular matrix hydrogel,
we engineered a three-dimensional electro-mechanically coupled, fluid-ejecting miniature human
ventricle-like cardiac organoid chamber.

We will focus later on similar results. Harvard University researchers have bioengineered
a three-dimensional model of a human left heart ventricle (Figure 2.8) that could be used to
study diseases, test drugs and develop patient-specific treatments for heart conditions such as
arrhythmia.
The tissue is engineered with a nanofiber sca�old seeded with human heart cells. The sca�old
acts like a 3D template, guiding the cells and their assembly into ventricle chambers that beat
in-vitro. This allows researchers to study heart function using many of the same tools used in the
clinic, including pressure-volume loops and ultrasound. The long-term objective of this project
is to replace or supplement animal models with human models and especially patient-specific
human models: in the future, patient stem cells could be collected and used to build tissue
models that replicate some of the features of their whole organ.

Figure 2.8: Three-dimensional model of a heart ventricle engineered with a nanofiber sca�old
seeded with heart cells



Chapter 3

Computational modeling of
hiPSC-Derived Cardiomyocyte
(hiPSC-CM)

Recently, stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes appeared as a new promising in-vitro model, showing
some significant di�erences with respect to adult myocytes, as presented in the previous chapter.
This is the reason why models of adult cardiac AP inadequately describe the hiPSC-CM
electrophysiology: di�erences between hiPSC-CM and adult myocyte action potentials require a
new mathematical approach to hiPSC-CMs.

To fill this gap, some specific computational methods have been developed in the last decade.
The forerunner was Michelangelo Paci, who developed a primal model in 2013, [85], creating a
new line improved in 2018 and 2020. Some other models have been published in the last few
years by Koivumäki in 2018, [50], and Kernik in 2019, [45].
Both the Paci generation and the others single models focus on the ventricular-like phenotype,
one of the di�erent cellular phenotypes emerging during the di�erentiation process. Among them
it is possible to deduce a new primitive model from the Paci2013, atrial-like specific.

The conventional starting point is a modified version of previous human adult CM models:
both ventricular-like and atrial-like models follow the classical second generation formulation,
which describes the membrane potential with the generalized Cauchy problem in 1.17.
Each of the previous models is characterized by a di�erent Iion formulation, sometimes accom-
panied by alternative concentrations evolutions or equipped by an improved calcium dynamic
formulation.

Considering the evolution in time, described by ordinary di�erential equations, for generic
initial conditions, the system always reaches the steady state after 800 seconds.
In control condition, ventricular-like AP was simulated for each model, without external stimu-
lation, thus Istim = 0. Although the variety of methodologies and the ion channel expressions
hidden behind every current, the presented electrophysiological models show a steady state
spontaneous activity, characteristic of hiPSC-CMs (Figure 3.1).

The di�erent pedigrees of hiPSC-CMs models are also based on specific experimental data,

49
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(a) Paci generation (b) Koivumäki model (c) Kernik model

Figure 3.1: Steady state spontaneous APs described by di�erent formulations for ventricular
phenotype

recorded in voltage clamp method on cultured hiPSC-CMs. Parameters’ rescaling with a
basic fitting of available data was generally found by simulating the protocol used during the
experiments, taking into account the phenotypical heterogeneity a�ecting the recordings obtained
from a mixture of di�erent cell lines phenotypes.
Anyway, di�erent experimental data were not available to fit the recorded AP and cytosolic
calcium transient traces. For this reason, the optimization algorithm was adapted from the
Fabbri et al, purposed in [27]. The algorithm is based on the Nelder-Mead simplex method to
find the optimal solution: this algorithm minimizes a non-linear cost function built on weighted
quantitative data on AP features. Each biomarker is compared with the experimental data: the
overall cost of a particular observed feature is zero if it fells into the experimental mean ± SD,
otherwise it was increased in a linear way.
Specifically, Kernik optimization methodology is divided into several steps, as described in the
Flow Chart of Figure 2 in [45]. For each current, a first parameter optimization minimized the
error between the model and experimental voltage-dependence of the steady-state and time
constants of a given gate. Once every current had been analysed, other maximal conductances
and rates were optimized considering the described AP and Calcium Transient morphology
markers.
The following AP morphology biomarkers (AP features) were usually measured from the in-silico
data and were considered to build the cost function:
MDP maximum (negative) diastolic membrane potential
APpeak peak potential of the action potential
APA amplitude of the action potential, computed as the di�erence in voltage

between MDP and the peak voltage during the AP
Vmax (or dV/dtmax) maximum upstroke velocity, the maximal slope between two

points in the computed AP upstroke
APD10 action potential duration at 10% of repolarization
APD30 action potential duration at 30% of repolarization
APD90 action potential duration at 90% of repolarization
CL cycle length.

Some additional features or derived biomarkers are often defined to evaluate the triangulation of
the AP shape. These are, for example:
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APtri := APD90 ≠ APD30
APD90

action potential triangulation used by Koivumäki

rappAPD := APD30 ≠ APD40
APD70 ≠ APD90

AP shape factor used by Paci as a threshold value to
discriminate among ventricular-like and atrial-like hiPSC.

The goal of this chapter is to investigate di�erences between the existing pedigrees of math-
based models. Changes in formulations mainly a�ect the number of compartments and the ion
currents, pumps and exchangers included in di�erent models.

3.1 Paci generation

The first generation we are taking into account is the Paci set of models, firstly developed in
2013. In almost every publication, Iion is the sum of specific ionic currents: for each of them,
experimental data were derived by [66], whose laboratory recorded these currents on hiPSC-CMs
cultured for 30 ≠ 32 days using the voltage clamp method.

Di�erent ionic currents will preserve an una�ected formulation, as well as the intercellular
Ca2+ and Cai concentrations:

dCai

dt
= Ileak ≠ Iup + Irel ≠ ICaL + IbCa + IpCa ≠ 2INaCa

2FVc

(3.1)

dCaSR

dt
= Vc

VSR

(Iup ≠ Irel ≠ Ileak) (3.2)

where F is the Faraday constant, Vc and VSR the cytoplasmic and SR volume respectively, CaSR

and Cai the free and bu�ered calcium insider cytoplasm and SR.
Intercellular Potassium concentration is unchanged, equal to Ki = 150mM while the equation
for the intercellular Na+ improves between models.

3.1.1 Paci2013

This first publication corresponds to the development of two computational models of the
hiPSC-CMs AP, distinguishing between the AL and VL phenotypes, emerging during the cell dif-
ferentiation process. Di�erences in models are expressed by specific basic fitting parameters, that
were scaled in case of known ratios between them to take into account the heterogeneity a�ecting

Figure 3.2: Simulated action potential using both
AL and VL paced models

the voltage clamp data.
The numerical threshold used to discrimi-
nate between AL and VL phenotype is
the rappAPD, respectively greater and
smaller then the threshold value of 1.5
for the ventricular-like and the atrial-like
models. Some other visual di�erences (see
Figure 3.2) can be reproduced, such as
higher frequency of firing for the atrial
like cells, longer APD and greater APA
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and MDP for ventricular like cells. Such di�erences are the result of little changes in the currents,
yielding di�erent ions concentrations. Calcium and sodium dynamics exactly reproduce what
physiologically happens to ions concentrations during the action potential phases. Every rapid
depolarization, due to the rapid increase of the membrane conductance, is caused by a rapid
influx of sodium ions, corresponding to a sudden increase of Na+ concentration. Upstroke is
then followed by a rapid inactivation of sodium channels and a huge Na+ concentration drop.
Intracellular calcium concentration, on the contrary, increases during the plateau phase (see
Figure 3.3), bu�ered by the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum.

Figure 3.3: Simulated dynamics for both AL (dashed lines) and VL (solid line) paced models.
Numerical values of CaSR and Cai underline the key role of Sarcoplasmic Reticulum, which
prevent the cell to reach a toxic calcium concentration in the cytoplasm.

Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram of the model, depicting the compartmentalization
(cytosol and sarcoplasmic reticulum, SR), essential for the calcium handling description. The
elementary sodium evolution is written below, as the classical Hodgkin-Huxley formulation,
describing the action potential through 12 membrane currents. The shape of these currents is
presented in Figure 3.5.

dNai

dt
= ≠ INa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa

FVc

(3.3)

dVm

dt
= ≠ INa ≠ ICaL ≠ If ≠ IK1 ≠ IKs ≠ IKr ≠ Ito ≠ INaCa ≠ INaK+ (3.4)

≠ IpCa ≠ IbNa ≠ IbCa + Istim;

The Fast sodium current (INa) is primarily responsible for the rapid upstroke of the action
potential. As in the Hodgkin Huxley formulation, [36], it is modeled by three gating variables
(m3 for activation and h · j for inactivation), but their steady state functions are based on the
experimental current-voltage, activation and inactivation curves. Thus

INa = gNa · m3 · h · j · (Vm ≠ ENa) (3.5)

where each gating variable w œ m, h, j satisfies Hodgkin Huxley equation (1.10).

The L-Type Calcium current (ICaL) formulation is based on Ten Tusscher [130] and
Grandi [33] models, fitting four voltage dependent gating variables, d, f1, f2, fCa. The same
consideration reported for the identification of sodium currents activation and inactivation curves
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the model depicting the major functional components. Fluid
compartments include cytosol and sarcoplasmic reticulum. Calcium-handling is described by:
Iup uptaking Ca2+ by SR, Irel releasing Ca2+ by ryanodine receptors (RyR) and Ileak. Sodium,
calcium and potassium ions pass the membrane creating 12 di�erent currents through channels,
pumps and exchangers, as indicated.

applies here, thus

ICaL = gCaL · 4VmF 2

RT
·

1
Cai · e

2VmF
RT ≠ 0.341 · Cao

2

e
2VF
RT ≠1

· d · f1 · f2 · fCa.

The Hyperpolarization-Activated Cyclic Nucleotide-Gated Funny current (If ) is
activated when the membrane repolarizes and is responsible for starting the diastolic depolar-
ization phase. By this mechanism, the funny current controls the rate of spontaneous activity
of myocytes, and thus the cardiac rate. Some unusual features, such as mixed Na+ and K+

permeability, activation on hyperpolarization, and very slow kinetics, justify the name. Therefore,
the particular kinetic can be described by the equation

If = gf · xf · (Vm ≠ Ef ) , (3.6)

where the gating variable xf satisfies equation (1.10), with a time constant described by a
sigmoidal function of voltage.

The Transient Outward current Ito, exactly as the Rapid Delayed Rectifier current
IKr and the Slow Delayed Rectifier current IKs, conducts outward potassium currents
during the plateau phase of action potentials and play a pivotal role in cardiac repolarization.
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Their formulations are

Ito = gto · r · q · (Vm ≠ EK)

IKr = gKr ·

Û
Ko

5.4 · xr1 · xr2 · (Vm ≠ EK)

IKs = gKs · x2
s ·

Q

ca1 + 0.6

1 +
1

3.8·10≠5
Cai

21.4

R

db · (Vm ≠ EK)

where the constant Ko = 5.4mM stands for the potassium concentration out of the cell, and each
gating variable r, q, xr1, xr2, xs follows the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism with voltage depending
time constants.

The Inward Rectifier current is also a potassium current, related to a specific subset of
potassium channels, helping to stabilize the resting membrane potential of the cell. The formula

IK1 = gK1 · xK1,Œ ·

Û
Ko

5.4 (Vm ≠ EK)

shows that the current involves only the steady state of the gating variable xK1.
The Sodium Calcium Exchanger current INaCa and the Sodium Potassium Pump

current INaK where based on previous models for human embrionic stem cells, such as [87]. Their
specific formulations are rich of specific constants and depend on both voltage and intercellular
sodium concentration.

INaCa = KNaCa ·
exp

Ó
“V F

RT

Ô
Na3

i
· Cao ≠ exp

Ó
(“≠1)V F

RT

Ô
· Na3

o · Cai · –

(K3
mNai

+ Na3
o)(KmCa + Cao)

1
1 + Ksat · exp

Ó
(“≠1)V F

RT

Ô2 (3.7)

INaK = pNaK ·
Ko

Ko+KmK
· Nai

Nai+KmNa

1 + 0.1245 · exp
Ó

≠0.1V F

RT

Ô
1 + 0.0353 · exp

Ó
≠V F

RT

Ô (3.8)

The Sarcolemmal Calcium Pump current IpCa depends only on intracellular calcium
concentration and is one of the corrective factors on the model formulation. Other additional
corrective currents are Sodium background current IbNa and Calcium background current
IbCa, which preserve a linear current voltage relation. Thus

IpCa = gpCa · Cai

Cai + KpCa

(3.9)

IbNa = gbNa · (Vm ≠ ENa) (3.10)

IbCa = gbCa · (Vm ≠ ECa) (3.11)

where constant values (KpCa and maximal conductances) were chosen to assure stable intracellular
an SR concentrations for Na+ and Ca2+.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of main membrane currents at steady state, for the ventricular-like
model paced at 1Hz.

To sum up the previous detailed description, the model consists of a set of 12 currents and
18 variables, di�erentiated into:

• Action Potential Vm, described by equation 3.4

• 3 ionic concentrations, described by 3.3, 3.1, 3.2;

• 14 gating variables, involved in 7 di�erent membrane currents.

The generalized Cauchy (1.17), where c = (Nai, Cai, CaSR) and w = (w1, · · · w14), can be
numerically solved using the ODE solver ode15s with a maximum step size of 1ms.

3.1.2 Paci2018

Two minor updates improved the double version of Paci2013.
The first one was published in 2015 and slight improvements in the Paci2013 model were included
in terms of parameters rescaling, [86].

Figure 3.6: Additional INaL current

Conversely, in 2017, AP model was modified to in-
clude the Late Sodium Current (INaL) formulation.
The equation incorporated in Paci2013 was based on the
one proposed by O’Hara-Rudy [80], fitting the maximal
conductance with the new dataset. This current, being
a membrane contribution, appears in the schematic dia-
gram in Figure 3.7 and in the total current
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contribution for sodium and voltage dynamics, 3.12, 3.13

INaL = gNaL · m3
L · h3

L · (Vm ≠ ENa)

where mL and hL are two integrated gating variables (current evolution presented in Figure 3.6).
A minor change appears also in the final version of Paci2018, concerning the mixed permeability

of ions K+ and Na+. The new model formulation accounts also a specific Sodium contribution
in the total If . This is the Sodium component of the Funny current (IfNa) that does not
change the total membrane current Iion, but only a�ects intracellular sodium dynamic. Such
current depends on the same gating variable xf and is described by the simple formulation

IfNa = 0.42 · gf · xf · (Vm ≠ ENa) .

The funny current flows in pacemaker channels, that are important parts of the electrical
conduction system of the heart (nodal-line cells). Thus, in a context of immature cells evolving
towards adult phenotypes, ventricular-like cells move to phenotypes not characterized by If .
Even if this current does not appear in the schematic diagram 3.7, it plays an important role in
the new Na+ dynamic, written in equation 3.12.

The development of disease-specific models and the great investigation on hiPSC-CMs response
to antiarrhythmic drugs steered models towards a ventricular-like characterization, hiding the
underlying variability of di�erent hiPSC-CMs phenotypes. Thus, starting from Paci2018, we are
going to analyse ventricular-like hiPSC-CMs.

Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the model depicting the major functional components and the
13 membrane currents. Red channels identify currents with a di�erent formulation with respect
to the previous model. Ca2+-handling is described by: Iup uptaking Ca2+ by SR, Irel releasing
Ca2+ by ryanodine receptors and Ileak.
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Figure 3.7 shows a schematic diagram of the model, depicting the compartmentalization
(cytosol and sarcoplasmic reticulum), essential for the calcium handling description. The
elementary sodium evolution is written below, as the classical Hodgkin-Huxley formulation,
describing the action potential through 13 membrane currents.

dNai

dt
= ≠ INa + INaL + IfNa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa

FVc

(3.12)

dVm

dt
= ≠ INa ≠ INaL ≠ ICaL ≠ If ≠ IK1 ≠ IKs ≠ IKr ≠ Ito ≠ INaCa ≠ INaK+ (3.13)

≠ IpCa ≠ IbNa ≠ IbCa + Istim;

The growing importance of the novel in-vitro method for hiPSC-CMs led in few years to
a better understanding of their specific biophysical mechanism and a great amount of action
potential and calcium transient data. Particular attention was reserved to Ca2+ handling, thus
an update version of the ventricular model was proposed with a more flexible Ca2+ handling
formulation, [83].

Calcium Handling System Formulation

In cardiac myocytes, the process triggered by the action potential and resulting in the myocyte
contraction is the excitation-contraction coupling. The mechanism, previously described as
Calcium-induced calcium-released in 1.3.2, starts with the Ca2+ influx from the extracellular
space through L-type calcium channels. This influx is su�cient to trigger calcium release from
the Sarcoplasmic reticulum via specific calcium release channels, commonly called Ryanodine
receptors (RyRs), increasing the cytosolic calcium. During the contraction cycle, calcium influx
and e�ux need to be balanced, thus the majority of Ca2+ is reabsorbed to SR by the specific
enzyme Ca2+ APT-ase, called Sarco-Endoplasmic Reticulum Calcium ATP-ase (SERCA pump),
restoring the Ca2+ to its basal cytosolic concentration.

The dynamic components of the cell dealing with the CICR mechanism are the membrane
current, the intracellular and SR calcium concentrations. Their evolutions are completely
described by three di�erent currents: Iup, Ileak, Irel.

The formulation of the SERCA pump (Iup) and the passive leakage current (Ileak) were
not changed with respect to the Paci2013 model, inspired by the Ca2+ handling system of Ten
Tusscher, [124]. Those are, respectively,

Iup = Vmax,up

1 + K2
up

Ca2
i

(3.14)

Ileak = Vleak · (CaSR ≠ Cai) (3.15)

where Vmax,up, Vleak, Kup are specific parameters, considered during the optimization process.
On the other hand, the same article purposed a functional but simplified description of the

Ca2+ release from SR (Irel). This quite elementary formulation of Irel showed that the current is
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not activated by the cytosolic calcium concentration sensed by the Ryanodine-sensitive receptors,
but it is triggered in the same way as the membrane calcium current. This prevents the model
producing proarrhythmic triggers, such as delayed after depolarization (DAD) and allowed a
calcium flux also for an empty SR, which is clearly impossible.

In Paci2018, the description of calcium release flux through the RyR channel was reformulated
Irel according to the novel phenomenological model proposed by Koivumäki in 2011, [47].

Irel = Irel,max · RyRCaSR · RyRo · RyRc · (CaSR ≠ Cai) (3.16)

Figure 3.8: Details of the novel calcium-handling
gating variables and comparison with the previ-
ous Paci2013 model during spontaneous action
potential.

where Irel,max is the maximum Ca2+ re-
lease and the parameter RyRCaSR, described
below, express the dependence on CaSR.

Employing a Hodgkin Huxley formalism,
the model has three gating variables: open
(activation) Ryro, closed (inactivation) Ryrc

and adaptation RyRa, used to modulate the
working point of the RyRo and RyRc variables
according to the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration
(see Figure 3.8). Paci2018 model is now able
to reproduce the dependence on intracellular
calcium and the adaptation of RyR open proba-
bility’s dependence on intracellular Ca2+. The
steady-state formulation is written in the fol-
lowing way:

RyRa,ss = RyRa1 ≠ RyRa2

1 + e
Cai≠RyRa,half

RyRa,k

RyRo,ss = 1 ≠ 1

1 + e
Cai≠RyRo,half

RyRo,k

RyRc,ss = 1

1 + e
Cai≠RyRc,half

RyRc,k

where, RyRa1, RyRa2 are constant optimized
parameters, while the subscripts half and k

indicates, respectively, the half calcium con-
centration and the slope of the gating variable
steady state.

To sum up the previous detailed description, the model consists of a set of 12 currents and 21
variables, di�erentiated into:

• Action Potential Vm, described by equation 3.13

• 3 ionic concentrations, described by 3.3, 3.1, 3.2;
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• 15 gating variables, involved in 7 di�erent membrane currents

• 3 gating variables RyRo, RyRc, RyRa standing for the Ryanodine Receptors’ probabilities
of activation, inactivation and adaptation, needed for the novel characterization of calcium
dynamic.

The generalized Cauchy (1.17), where c = (Nai, Cai, CaSR) and w = (w1, · · · w18), can be
numerically solved using the ODE solver ode15s with a maximum step size of 1ms.

3.1.3 Paci2020

The latest version of Paci generation model, released in 2020, is devoted to improving the AP
automaticity mechanism.
Recent in-vitro and in-silico experiments show that the spontaneous electrical activity au-
tonomously stops after a strong block of INaCa. Instead, in Paci2018 the spontaneous beating
was preserved upon the INaCa block (see Figure 3.10a), and the reason of this failure was
identified in a large window current for the fast sodium (INa).

The improved version of Paci2018 includes the same two compartmental structure of Paci2018,
following the same Hodgkin-Huxley membrane potential description (see equation 3.13). Preser-
ving this structure, the development a�ects three membrane currents, highlighted in the below
schematic diagram in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the model depicting the major functional components and the
13 membrane currents. Ca2+-handling is described by: Iup uptaking Ca2+ by SR, Irel releasing
Ca2+ by ryanodine receptors (RyR) and Ileak. Membrane currents with a novel formulation are
underlined with a di�erent colour.
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• The first change concerns the Sodium current INa. The original HH formulation was
replaced by the new Koivumäki one [50]. The current equation is always describes by
3.5, but the di�erent formulations of the steady-states mŒ, hŒ, jŒ and the time constants
·m, ·h, ·j lead to a stronger gating evolution 1.10.

• A new updated formulation was written also for the Funny current If . The previous
equation 3.6 was updated with the Koivumäki formulation, [50], in which If is expressed
as the sum of two contributions, namely IfK and IfNa, triggered by two di�erent channels.

fNa = 0.37 fK = 1 ≠ fNa (3.17)

IfNa = fNa · gf · xf · (Vm ≠ ENa) IfK = fK · gf · (Vm ≠ EK) (3.18)

If = IfNa + IfK . (3.19)

• Finally, di�erent parameters involved in the calcium handling mechanism were manually
tuned in order to correctly reproduce the cessation of the spontaneous firing activity after a
strong block of INaCa, as reported in 3.10b. That are, for example, the maximum SERCA
uptake, the maximum Na+/Ca2+ exchanger and Na+/K+ pump.

(a) Paci2018 (b) Paci2020

Figure 3.10: Simulation of Paci2018 (3.10a) and Paci2020 (3.10b) considering a strong block of
INaCa: the first model could not allowed the cessation of the spontaneous activity, while the
second correctly modeled this phenomenon.

As a result, these three changes allowed the cessation of the spontaneous electrical activity
after a strong block of the INaCa, as depicted in figure 3.10b. We can now state that the
spontaneous firing, namely the depolarization of the membrane potential, is triggered by the
INaCa, elicited both by If and Calcium release from SR.
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To sum up the previous detailed description, the model consists of a set of 13 currents and
22 variables, di�erentiated into:

• Action Potential Vm, described by equation 3.13

• 3 ionic concentrations, described by 3.3, 3.1, 3.2;

• 16 gating variables, involved in 7 di�erent membrane currents

• 3 gating variables RyRo, RyRc, RyRa standing for the Ryanodine Receptors’ probabilities
of activation, inactivation and adaptation, needed for the novel characterization of calcium
dynamic.

The generalized Cauchy (1.17), where c = (Nai, Cai, CaSR) and w = (w1, · · · w19), can be
numerically solved using the ODE solver ode15s with a maximum step size of 1ms.

3.1.4 Comparison

In the following pages (Figure 3.11) the growth of the Paci generation is depicted in a global
view of all the membrane and sarcoplasmic reticulum currents. In Figure 3.12 the evolution of
the Calcium dynamics from Paci2013 to Paci2018 is highlighted, as well as the evolution of the
pumps dynamic from Paci2018 to Paci2020.

Another useful tool to compare models is the agreement with action potential biomarkers.
Existing experimental data are from Ma et al. [66], and refer to spontaneous action potentials.
Simulated values for each Paci generation model are reported in Table 3.1. Comparing Paci2013
and Paci2020 errors we can see that lots of them considerably get lower, while all the others are
bounded.

Exp. value Paci2013 Paci2018 Paci2020
Biomarkers (Mean ± SD) Sim. value Err. Sim. value Err. Sim. value Err.

MDP [mV ] ≠75.6 ± 1.2 ≠76.65 1.39 ≠75.74 0.18 ≠74.84 1.0

APA [mV ] 104.0 ± 1.1 105.21 1.17 109.67 5.45 102.07 1.85

Peak [mV ] 28.3 ± 1.0 28.52 0.79 33.92 19.85 27.23 3.78

APD10 [ms] 74.1 ± 4.8 64.65 12.75 86.94 17.32 87.6 18.22

APD30 [ms] 180.0 ± 10.7 246.61 37.00 243.42 35.23 224.14 24.52

APD90 [ms] 414.7 ± 21.8 433.28 4.48 379.72 8.44 392.17 5.47

RappAPD 2.5 ± 0.2 3.02 21.0 3.14 25.6 2.64 5.8

CL [ms] 1700 ± 100 1600.3 5.86 1548.7 8.94 1714.8 0.87

Table 3.1: Recorded action potential parameters (Exp. value) from [66], simulated biomarkers
and Percentage errors for each model.
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Figure 3.11: Membrane individual currents at steady-state. Simulation were performed with the
pacing at 1Hz.
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Figure 3.12: Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (Irel, Ileak, Iup), background (IbNa, IbCa), pumps and ex-
changers (INaCa, IpCa, INaK) currents at steady-state. Simulation were performed with the
pacing at 1Hz.
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3.2 Other generations

Two di�erent pedigrees were published recently and both of them provided insights and contribu-
tions for the last Paci2020 model.

3.2.1 Koivumäki2018

The second pedigree appeared in 2018 based on the Paci2013 model, merging the membrane
electrophysiology with a novel cell geometry structure and an inhomogeneous subcellular calcium
distribution, [50].

Almost every membrane current preserved the original formulation, except for three of them,
listed below and marked in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.13, namely:

• Fast sodium current INa was modified to be better in line with Skibsbye et al. model, [117].
The current equation is always written as equation 3.5, but the steady-state formulations
mŒ, hŒ, jŒ and the time constants ·m, ·h, ·j were updated to a better formulation. This
formulation will be later used by Paci in the update version of Paci2020.

• Hyperpolarization activated current If was changed with a new one, published in 2007
[109]. Exactly like the INa current, this new formulation was adopted by Paci2020 and the
current equations has been presented in 3.19.

Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of the model depicting the major functional components. Ca2+-
handling is described by: Iup uptaking Ca2+ by SR, Irel and IIP 3 releasing Ca2+ by ryanodine
receptors and inositol trisphosphate proteins, respectively, finally Ileak.
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• L-type calcium current ICaL: this model variant comes from Koivumaki model of 2014,
[49], and the current equation reads

ICaL = gCaL · d · f2 · fCa · (Vm ≠ ECa,app) ,

where ECa,app = 60mV is the considered Ca2+ reversal potential.

This model was published in the same year of Paci2018, and both of them developed a
realistic representation of calcium dynamic, focusing on the interplay between calcium signals
and membrane voltage. Unlike the mechanisms described in sections 1.3.2 and 3.1.2, Koivumäki
focused on the structural immaturity a�ecting the cell and of the cycle as a consequence.
Comparable structures exist in embryonic cardiomyocytes, as confirmed by measurements of the
Calcium propagation speed in embryonic mouse myocytes.

The interaction between the calcium clock and the membrane clock is the underlying sponta-
neous electrical activation of hiPSC-CMs. Zhang et al. in [142] proved that the density of the
functional If pacemaker current is not su�cient on its own for a spontaneous AP triggering,
while RyR or SERCA inhibitions reduces the spontaneous activity. In this specific CICR model,
cellular receptors responsible for the spontaneous Ca2+ release are both the RyRs and inositol
trisphosphate proteins (IP3Rs). As described above, the embryonic calcium handling is a suitable
description of a hiPSC-CMs CICR mechanism, thus the embryonic cell Ca2+ release model is
applicable to hiPSC-CM modeling, [51].

Under this assumption, the Calcium release current can be expressed as the sum of two
contributions, from the RyR receptors (Irel) and from IP3Rs (IIP 3), whose purposed equations
are from [44] and [118], respectively. On the other hand, Iup and Ileak present the standard TT
formulation, namely 3.14 and 3.15. Additional equations are

Irel = µ1 · xRyR (PO2 + PO2) · (CaSR ≠ Cai) (3.20)

IIP 3 = IP3kf · (0.1 · IP3o + 0.9 · IP3a)4 · (CaSR ≠ Cai) (3.21)

where PO1, PO2 are the gating variables standing for the transition probabilities between two
di�erent open states and IP3o, IP3a gating variables are the receptor probabilities of opening
and activating.

Di�erences in the CICR set of equations involve di�erences in the ionic current concentrations,
here Cai, CaSR, Nai and the additional Ki, defined by the following set of ODEs:

dCai

dt
= Ileak ≠ Iup + Irel ≠ ICaL + IbCa + IpCa ≠ 2INaCa

2FVc

dCaSR

dt
= Vc

VSR

(Iup ≠ Irel ≠ Ileak ≠ IIP 3)

dNai

dt
= ≠INa + IfNa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa

FVc

dKi

dt
= ≠Ito + IKs + IKr + IK1 + IfK ≠ 2INaK + Istim

FVc
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3.2.2 Kernik2019

The last generation we are taking into account is the Kernik model, in a study aimed to extend
the existing descriptions to a wide range of hiPSC-CMs phenotypes, incorporating several calcium
handling datasets. This model was developed in 2019 and includes 13 transmembrane currents
(see Figure 3.15) such that:

dVm

dt
= ≠ INa ≠ ICaL ≠ If ≠ IK1 ≠ IKs ≠ IKr ≠ Ito ≠ ICaT ≠ INaCa+ (3.22)

≠ INaK ≠ IpCa ≠ IbNa ≠ IbCa + Istim.

The ions dynamic is highly comparable to the Koivumäki2018 one, previously presented by
Ten Tusscher [131] and Luo Rudy [63]:

dCai

dt
= Ileak ≠ Iup + Irel ≠ ICaL,Ca + ICaT + IpCa + IbCa ≠ 2INaCa

2FVc

dCaSR

dt
= Vc

VSR

(Iup ≠ Irel ≠ Ileak)

each of them rescaled for the constant CaBuf,C and CaBuf,SR respectively, standing for the
assumption of rapid equilibrium approximation for calcium bu�ers in various compartments.
Furthermore,

dNai

dt
= ≠INa + IfNa + ICaL,Na + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa

FVc

dKi

dt
= ≠Ito + IKs + IKr + IK1 + IfK + ICaL,K ≠ 2INaK + Istim

FVc

Di�erent ionic currents preserved the original formulation, previously performed and de-
scribed for the Paci generation: they are pump and exchanger currents (INaCa, INaK , IpCa) and
background currents (IbNa and IbCa), written in equations 3.7-3.11.

Figure 3.14: Additional T-type calcium current
ICaT performed at steady state.

The T-type calcium current (ICaT ,
Figure 3.14) never appeared in previous mod-
els, and was introduced because of the exper-
imental data captured in hiPSC-CMs and usu-
ally found in embryonic heart, in varying quan-
tities depending on the developmental stage
of the cell. This current, of an immature car-
diac phenotype, was previously modelled by
Maltsev, [73], with the following equation:

ICaT = gCaT · fCaT · dCaT · (Vm ≠ ECa)
(3.23)

where dCaT is the activation gating variable and fCaT is the inactivation one, both governed by
a HH dynamic.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic diagram of the cell containing all the ionic processes and compartments
in the model.

The L-type Calcium current ICaL was extended with a long-winded formulation, taking
into account the contribution of each ion. The total current ICaL is the sum of the Ca2+, Na+, K+

currents, each of them modelled as 3.1.1 using the HH gates with Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz driving
force. Thus, ICaL = ICaL,Ca + ICaL,Na + ICaL,K , where

ICaL,Ca = gCaL,Ca · 4VmF 2

RT
·

1
0.341 · Cai · e

2VmF
RT ≠ 0.341 · Cao

2

e
2V F
RT ≠1

· d · f · fCa (3.24)

ICaL,Na = gCaL,Na · VmF 2

RT
·

1
0.75 · Nai · e

VmF
RT ≠ 0.75 · Nao

2

e
V F
RT ≠1

· d · f · fCa (3.25)

ICaL,K = gCaL,K · VmF 2

RT
·

1
0.75 · Ki · e

VmF
RT ≠ 0.75 · Ko

2

e
V F
RT ≠1

· d · f · fCa (3.26)

where d is the activation gating variable, f the inactivation one and fCa calcium-dependent
inactivation gate.

The calcium handling formulation was based on prior formulations, leaving Iup and Ileak

currents unchanged. Released current indeed was changed with a Markovian description of the
protein activity, according to the Shannon-Bers formulation [113]. Thus,

Irel = ks · o · (CaSR ≠ Cai) · VSR

Vc

(3.27)
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where o is the open gate, itself depending on closed (c) and inactivate (i) gating variables.
The six remaining transmembrane currents, namely INa, IKr, IKs, IK1, Ito, where formulated

using the same formulations of Paci2013. Each of them contained voltage-dependent activation/i-
nactivation gating variables, reformulated using Hodgkin-Huxley-type gating formulation, with
single exponential voltage-dependent rate constants.
The generic ion channel model is described by the gating variable w, whose dynamic is defined
by the gating equation 1.10

dw

dt
= wŒ ≠ w

·w

(3.28)

where the equilibrium state wŒ and the rate ·w constants are

wŒ = –w

–w + —w

·w = 1
–w + —w

,

being –w and —w the constant transition rates in a first order kinetic.
The simplified single exponential model considers the voltage dependent formula

–w = x1e
Vm
x2 —w = x3e

Vm
x4 + x5

where xi, i = 1...5 are optimized parameters.

3.2.3 Models comparison

Once given a detailed overview of the di�erent models performing the hiPSC-CMs action
potentials, it seemed appropriate to summarize di�erences and similarities of the di�erent
pedigrees. In this specific case we took into account the last Paci generation model (Paci2020),

Figure 3.16: Background currents underlying the steady-state action potentials. Simulation were
performed with the pacing at 1Hz. Each model was run for 800 s to reach the steady state.
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Figure 3.17: Membrane individual ion currents underlying the steady-state action potentials.
Simulation were performed with the pacing at 1Hz.
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Paci2020 Koivumäki2018 Kernik2019

Membrane Currents
INa HH (3) HH (3) HH (3)
INaL HH (2) - -

If HH (1) HH (1) HH (1)
ICaL,Ca HH** (4) HH** (4) HH** (3)
ICaL,Na - - HH** (3)
ICaL,K - - HH** (3)
ICaT HH HH HH** (2)
IKr HH (2) HH (2) HH (2)
IKs HH (1) HH (1) HH (1)
IK1 HH HH HH
Ito HH (2) HH (2) HH (2)

INaCa TT TT TT
INaK TT TT TT
IpCa TT TT TT
IbCa HH* HH* HH*
IbNa HH* HH* HH

SR Currents
Ileak HH* HH* HH*
Iup TT TT TT
Irel HH* (3) Markov (3) Markov (3)
IIP 3 - Markov (5) -

Equations number 22 26 23

Table 3.2: Summary of the di�erent ion current and Sarcoplasmic fluxes formulations included
in the three models
* means that the Hodgkin-Huxley current formulation is modeled as a resistive current
** means that the Hodgkin-Huxley gates formulation is modeled with the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
driving force

Koivumäki2018 and Kernik2019, that are all based on the original hiPSC-CMs model Paci2013.
Paci et al. investigated di�erence and similarities in the response to 15 di�erent drugs between
the pedigrees mentioned above, [84].

They are all single cell models, but they show di�erences in their compartmental structure:
Paci2020 and Kernik 2019 include one compartment for the cytosol and one for the Sarcoplasmic
Reticulum, while Koivumäki formulation considers a complex layered compartmentalization.
This latter geometry, tightly connected to a di�erent Ca2+ dynamic description, takes into
account a calcium spatial distribution that approximates the whole cell as a sphere made up of
61 sub-compartments.
Because of the simpler compartments charachterization, Paci2020 and Kernik2019 are faster to
simulate, while Koivumäki2018 is almost 100 times slower.

Table 3.2 shows the paradigm used for each current, pointing out the importance of ICaL in
Kernik2019. As suggested in [84] this overexpression sustains a stronger spontaneous activity.
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Conversely, Paci2020 and Koivumäki automaticity is sustained by a di�erent Ca2+ handling.
Finally, in the qualitative comparison presented in Figures 3.16 and 3.17, Koivumäki2018

presents the most triangular AP shape, with a short APD90. According with the above con-
siderations, Paci2020 and Koivumäki2018 show a similar INaCa shape, because of the role in
sustaining the automaticity.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic clamp technique

Following the discovery of the electrical properties of cells, it was necessary to develop instruments
and protocols suitable for the study of currents crossing the biological membrane through ion
channels.

Figure 4.1: Patch Clamp configuration,
as described in [78]

The Patch Clamp technique is the main
technique in electrophysiology to record action
potentials or membrane currents from isolated
cells. The principle of the method is to elec-
trically isolate a patch of membrane from the
external solution and record the current flow-
ing into the patch. This is achieved by pressing
a glass pipette, which has been filled with an
electrode and a suitable solution, against the
surface of a cell.
The whole-cell recording is achieved by de-
stroying the membrane patch applying light
suction (see Figure 4.1). The interior of the
cell then comes into contact with the solution
in the pipette, reaching, in a patch phase, a
Giga-Seal configuration: a seal whose electrical
resistance is more than 10G� is formed, [78].

Currently, Voltage Clamp and Current
Clamp are the most widespread recording
modes. In the first case, a feedback circuit
holds the membrane potential at a set level, allowing the recording of the net membrane current
at a given membrane potential. In the second case, it is possible to record the resulting membrane
potential of the cell, while the current injected through the patch pipette is under control. Action
potential measurements may either occur spontaneously or in response to an injected stimuli
current.

A third electrophysiological technique, the Dynamic Clamp (DC) method, has been

73
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developed as an extension of the traditional intracellular recordings, allowing the introduction of
an artificial controlled conductance into the biological cell.

4.1 Dynamic clamp configuration

When we talk about dynamic clamp we are referring to a collection of closely related techniques,
where the cell under examination is subjected to a protocol that dynamically evolves over time.
It has been introduced by Scott et al in 1979 in the study of bidirectional interaction of two
spontaneously beating clusters of embryonic chick ventricular cells. He designed a system in
which two isolated cell clusters not in physical contact with each other could be electrically
coupled at any desired value of intercellular resistance, [112]. Building on the traditional current
clamp, the generic Coupling clamp technique creates intercellular electrical coupling through a
virtual gap junction between two isolated cardiac myocytes, that are not physically coupled.

Figure 4.2: Dynamic Clamp feedback loop when
injecting an artificial conductance, see [137]

Similar techniques were independently in-
troduced in neurophysiology by Sharp et
al. with the purpose to introduce artificial
conductances into biological neurons and addi-
tional membrane ionic current, [101]. Actually,
in electrophysiology, this technology may also
be used to simulate the presence of an addi-
tional current in the membrane of a single
isolated myocyte, while it is in free-running
current clamp mode [137].
In this second configuration, the membrane
potential Vm, recorded from the cell, is con-
tinuously sampled into a personal computer.
There, the Vm-dependent current Ix may be computed in real-time by a mathematical model
and a signal is sent to the amplifier to inject this current into the myocyte.
To sum up, the fundamental steps of the dynamic clamp (see Figure 4.2) can be summarized as
follow:

1. Membrane voltage (Vm) is measured using the patch clamp technique;

2. Vm is sent from the amplifier to the data acquisition system of the computer;

3. Vm is used in the computational current model;

4. Calculated current data is sent to the patch clamp amplifier;

5. The current is injected into the cell.

Often, the current Ix comes from the real-time solution of a set of non-linear di�erential equations,
depending on Vm, consequently requiring more complex real-time algorithms for highly realistic
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experiments. The aim is to create a system with an update rate higher than the physical
phenomenon that is simulated in the model.

Dynamic Clamp does not impose a particular behaviour on the cell but can be considered as a
method of studying in experimental set the interaction between excitable cells and a user-specified
computational model.

4.1.1 Real-Time eXperiment Interface

The Dynamic clamp closed-loop paradigm is a system where an acquired signal is used to compute
the system output. This technology requires closed-loop control that operates on timescales that
are physiologically relevant, which span tens of microseconds at the ion channel level. Thus, the
core of the experimental setup is the software used as an interface between the set of equations and
the hardware used to measure biological parameters. The speed of today’s computer processors
moves the limiting factor of the overall speed to the rate of signal input and output operation,
even if complex mathematical models are used in the computations of the current to be injected.
Starting from the choice of a real-time operating system, one of the implementation possibilities
is based on a RT-Linux (see Figure 4.3). This system consists of a variant of the usual Linux,
where only two software processes are working: the first one is a real-time process with high
priority while the second one is with low priority and dedicated to the user interface.

Figure 4.3: RTXI system architecture. The software uses a two-thread architecture where
modules communicate and share data in real-time through a signal and slot system
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RTXI is a complete and open-source software platform adopted by many labs to administer
dynamic clamp experiments. The software provides real-time control using a real Linux operating
system and interfaces with di�erent digital acquisition boards (peripheral devices for closed-loop
data acquisition), allowing the computer to perform functions of Input/Output, [90].

RTXI provides a modular architecture, allowing investigators to use pre-existing modules or
to construct complex experimental controls by writing self-made C/C++ modules.
The prioritized RT thread wakes on each clock cycle and sequentially runs data acquisition
operations, loaded modules functions, and signal output. Then, the thread sleeps until the
following cycle.
A separate user interface thread is responsible for all graphical components and user input,
allowing for real-time instructions to take priority over graphical components.

4.2 Cardiocentro Ticino Institute experimental observations

Under the suggestion of Professor Krause, we started a collaboration with Cardiocentro Ticino
Institute (CCT) and Ente Ospedaliero Cantonale(EOC), meeting the team of Prof. Lucio Barile,
principal investigator of the Laboratory for Cardiovascular Theranostics. CCT main research
interests are largely directed towards understanding pathophysiological mechanisms underlying
cardiovascular diseases and focus on finding novel cell-free approaches to promote successful
cardioprotection and myocardial regeneration to prevent heart failure.

Following the statement of the previous chapter, hiPSC-CMs result in a mix of cells that can
be classified as atrial-, ventricular- or sinoatrial-like CMs. However, they exhibit di�erent action
potential (AP) properties that may be a subjective and misleading method to separate di�erent
cardiac phenotypes.
Nevertheless, the discrimination of di�erent immature AP morphologies in standard hiPSC-CM
culture is di�cult and largely debated.
Their recent work aimed to use in-silico models to develop a new approach to automatically
discriminate the electrophysiological di�erences between hiPSC-CMs.

4.2.1 DC approach for discrimination of chamber-specific hiPSC-CMs

The in-vitro maturation of hiPSC-CMs, in terms of electrical properties and physiology, develops
in a time-dependent way. Moreover, the Inward Rectifier Potassium Current (IK1) expression
is still too low or lacking, thus leading to more depolarized MDP compared to the mature
atrial/ventricular CMs. In these immature electrophysiological conditions, the voltage-gated ion
channels, which normally contribute to the AP profile, cannot be activated at the right time and
the right density although rightly expressed at the membrane level.
A valid and e�ective approach to overcoming immature characteristics of hiPSC-CM is the
injection of in-silico inward rectifier K+ current in a loop with recorded cellular membrane
potential in a real-time mode.
DC allows the hyperpolarization of MDP to values suitable to generate a mature AP waveform,
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driving electrical biomarkers towards values useful for a blind classification of di�erentiating CM,
through the specific unsupervised learning algorithm, [2].

Retinoic Acid protocol Multiple di�erentiation protocols were applied to enrich the functional
subtypes. Thus, the conventional standard culture was modified by applying 1µM of retinoic
acid (RA) using a protocol currently considered the best option to push hiPSC di�erentiation
towards an atrial phenotype, [24].
A higher percentage of atrial-like CMs in RA culture was primarily confirmed at a genetic level.
Moreover, the treatment yielded a higher beating frequency with a contraction duration, time to
peak, and relaxation time shorter in RA than in Control. Consistently, Current Clamp recordings
confirmed a higher percentage of atrial-like CMs in RA by overexpression of atrial markers, and
downregulation of ventricular ones.

IK1 formulations To overcome the lack of IK1 in immature hiPSC-CMs, they applied in DC
mode two in-silico state-of-art currents, choosing from the O’Hara-Rudy [80] computational
model of human ventricular AP and from Koivumäki [47] human atrial model the IK1 formulation
to be injected.
Firstly, the minimum amount of injected current was optimized in order to hyperpolarize the cells
to a physiological resting value. The conductance GK1 was progressively increased by 0.05nS/µF

per step, reaching GK1 = 0.7nS/µF as the critical conductance needed to stabilize the MDP

and APD90 in both atrial and ventricular profiles.

Phenotype classification In order to discriminate phenotypes of di�erentiated cells, two cell
clusters were created on the exclusive basis of nine electrical biomarkers. They showed similar
cell capacitance, but they displayed an electrical pattern consistently attributable to a specific
phenotype.
In one of the clusters, diastolic membrane potential was less polarized, action potential duration
was shorter, with a lower amplitude and more triangular shape. Among those biomarkers, they
selected APD20/APD90 as the one used to define the cut-o� value that could discriminate cells
of di�erent clusters, set equal to 0.44. This cut-o� was then pharmacologically validated in a
distinct subset of cells.

4.2.2 Further observations

Action potentials were recorded by switching the injection of the atrial current formulation from
Koivumäki (IK) and the ventricular current formulation from O’Hara-Rudy (IORd). In every
cell, IK injection is associated with a more hyperpolarised MDP, leading to distinct AP profiles.
The resulting morphologies recapitulate either atrial or ventricular human APs, including both
triangular AP shapes without sustained plateau and long AP with a spike-and-dome shape, [2].

Under the injection of the atrial IK , the triangular form was elicited in atrial CMs and the
plateau phase was preserved in ventricular-like CMs. On the other hand, under the injection
of the ventricular IORd, a high percentage of atrial-like CMs gave rise to an irregular plateau
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Figure 4.4: In blue, AP recordings after IORd injection; in red, AP recordings after IK injection.
The Figure is taken from [2]

and ventricular-like CMs elicited a longer AP plateau, as shown in Figure 4.4. Furthermore, the
ventricular formulation of IK1 injected in atrial-like cells generated abnormal AP waveforms,
characterized by a "chair-like" plateau.

In conclusion, the optimized IK1 formulation is a promising tool to cluster cells in a hetero-
geneous population, through the blindly derived cut-o� of the APD90/APD20 biomarker. Cell
clusterisation was obtained by unsupervised learning algorithms.

4.3 Virtual dynamic clamp

Since in the DC technique the injected current can be fully described by mathematical equations,
it is useful to perform in-silico the whole interface protocol and the current injection. In a fully
computational set, it is possible to simulate the hiPSC-CM electrical activity using existing
mathematical models, made up of a set of ordinary di�erential equations, describing dynamics of
the ionic currents. Then, it is possible to test di�erent IK1 models, comparing the physiological
responses and giving a mathematical definition of the waveforms’ di�erences.

In the chosen mathematical membrane model, we firstly suppressed the native IK1 current,
in order to reach the immature physiological condition of the cell membrane. The we added
di�erent IK1formulations taken from existing ionic current models to the total ionic current, as
in the experimental DC current injection procedure.

4.3.1 Paci2013 model for hiPSC-CMs

The Dynamic clamp technique indiscriminately deals with both atrial-like and ventricular-like
hiPSC-CMs. Virtual DC simulations were performed using the computational ionic model
developed by Paci et al. [85], which electrophysiologically characterizes models for both AL and
VL hiPSC-CMs. The parameter setting of the model allows us to investigate quantitatively the
two AL and VL configurations, even if no atrial-specific current is present in the model. The
original Paci2013 model, constrained by experimental data, simulated traces of spontaneous
electrical activity.
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The first test we performed was about the suppression of the native IK1 (red line in Figure
4.5). The lack of the potassium current leads both atrial and ventricular model to a quiescent
depolarized resting potential, higher than ≠20mV .

(a) Atrial-like (b) Ventricular-like

Figure 4.5: Paci2013 simulations considering di�erent IK1 current densities: the suppression of
this current leads the cell to a depolarized resting potential

Furthermore, in DC experiments the injection of the additional current is joined with the
injection of the applied current Iapp. Anyway, in the virtual dynamic clamp setup, we focused
on the IK1 injection e�ects. According to Fabbri [27], the required higher amount of IK1 could
bring the cell to a stable and hyperpolarized MDP (ƒ ≠78 mV ), the yellow line in Figure 4.5.

In this framework, we assessed the resulting AP morphology under 1 Hz of pacing rate of the
models.

4.3.2 Tested inward-rectifier IK1 currents

We carried out the virtual dynamic clamp by considering di�erent IK1 models available in
the literature. In a general perspective, we took into account four ventricular-specific IK1

formulations, coming from di�erent human ventricular action potential models, Ten Tusscher
(TT) [124], Grandi [33], Fink [30], O’Hara-Rudy (ORd) [80]; two atrial specific IK1 formulations,
Koivumäki (K) [47] and Courtemanche (CRN) [22], and one mixed formulation published by
Bett [14], usually compared to the atrial ones.

Literature IK1 formulations are described by the following equations, where

EK = RT

F
log

3
Ko

Ki

4

is the potassium reversal potential (being T the temperature, F the Faraday constant, R the
universal gas constant) and V the membrane voltage of the model written in Volt. On the other
hand, Paci2013 model is written considering the membrane voltage V m in millivolt. Thus, the
conversion rule is

V m = 103V.

Ten Tussscher The first human ventricular model we took into account is the Ten Tusscher
Panfilov, published in 2004, [124], and used again in 2006, [130]. The IK1 formulation is described
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by equation 4.1, where xK1Œ is written as a time-independent inward rectification factor, that is
a function of voltage, corresponding to the steady state of a gating variable.

–K1 = 0.1
1 + e0.06(V ≠EK≠200)

—K1 = 3e0.0002(V ≠EK+100) + e0.1(V ≠EK≠10)

1 + e≠0.5(V ≠EK)

xK1Œ = –K1
–K1 + —K1

IK1 = GK1

Û
Ko

5.4 · xK1 · (V ≠ EK) (4.1)

where the maximal conductance in nanosiemens per picofarad is

GK1 = 5.405 nS/pF. (4.2)

Grandi The second human ventricular IK1 formulation is the one published in 2010 by Grandi
et al. [33]. Here, the formulation is roughly similar to the previous one, depending on a steady
state gating variable K1Œ. For any GK1 defined in the literature, thus we will consider the
neutral value GK1 = 1 nS/pF .

–K1 = 1.02
1 + e0.2385(V ≠EK≠59.215)

—K1 = 0.49124 · e0.08032(V +5.476≠EK) + e0.06175(V ≠594.31≠EK)

1 + e≠0.5143(V +4.753≠EK)

K1Œ = –K1
–K1 + —K1

IK1 = 0.35

Û
Ko

5.4K1ss(V ≠ EK) (4.3)

Fink The following ventricular model published in 2008 by Fink presents a huge parameters
setup, [30]. The main model equations for IK1 are the following 4.5,

gK1 = g0
K1 · (aT + b) ·

Û
Ko

5.4 (4.4)

G

Gmax

= „ · rŒ
1 (V ) + (1 ≠ „) · rŒ

2 (V )

IK1 = gK1
G

Gmax

(V ≠ EK) (4.5)

where the temperature dependence of the conductance given by Q10 yields the parameters a and
b. Other parameters and lows are listed below, where [SPM ] denotes the intercellular spermidine
concentration, BufMg and KMgBuf are the Michaelis-Menten law constants.

a = 1/35 b = 55/7 g0
K1 = 0.06821 pA/pF/mV

„ = 0.8838 s = 1.0648 [SPM ] = 0.0014613 mM

KMgBuf = 0.174 mM BufMg = 5.67 [Mg2+]T otal

i = 5 mM
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b = BufMg ≠ [Mg2+]T otal

i + KMgBuf c = KMgBuf · [Mg2+]T otal

i

[Mg2+]i = 1
2

1
b2 + 4c ≠ b

2
Â = 1 + [Mg2+]i

KB(Mg)

KI(Mg) = 2.8e≠ V ≠s·EK
180 KB(Mg) = 0.45e≠ V ≠s·EK

20

Kd1(SP M) = 0.0007e≠ V ≠s·EK +8[Mg2+]i
4.8 rŒ

1 (V ) = Â2

[SPM ]/Kd1(SP M) + [Mg2+]i/KI(Mg) + Â3

Kd2(SP M) = 0.04e≠ V ≠s·EK
9.1 rŒ

2 (V ) = 1
1 + [SPM ]/Kd2(SP M)

Here, the maximal conductance is defined by equation 4.4, equal to 4.6 for the given specific
values of the parameters.

GK1 = 0.6821 nS/pF (4.6)

O’Hara-Rudy The last human ventricular IK1 formulation we took into account is the recent
O’Hara-Rudy model of 2011, [80]. In this complete formulation, the current depends on the
time-independent factor RK1 and on the time-dependent gating variable xK1 corresponding to
an additional ODE, with initial condition xK1(0) = 0.996801.

xK1,Œ = 1

1 + e≠ V +2.5538Ko+144.59
1.5692Ko+3.8115

·x,K1 = 122.2

e≠ V +127.2
20.36 +e

V +236.8
69.33

dxK1
dt

= xK1,Œ ≠ xK1
·x,K1

RK1 = 1
1 + e

V +105.8≠2.6+Ko
9.493

IK1 = GK1


Ko · xK1 · RK1 · (V ≠ EK) (4.7)

where the maximal conductance is

GK1 = 0.1908 nS/pF (4.8)

Koivumäki The first human atrial model we took into account is the recent Koivumäki,
published in 2011 [47], where the Inward Rectifier Potassium Current comes from the previous
Nygren model of 1997, [77].

IK1 = GK1K0.4457
o

V ≠ EK

1.0 + e1.5(V ≠EK+3.6) F
RT

(4.9)

The equation written above is time independent and the maximal conductance has been updated
considering [49], where gK1 = 3.5nS and Cm = 50pF , thus

GK1 = gK1
Cm

= 0.07 nS/pF. (4.10)
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Courtemanche This second considered model is the first human atrial formulation, published
in 1998 [22], with a simpler IK1 formulation

IK1 = GK1(V ≠ EK)
1 + e0.07(V +80) (4.11)

where the original maximal conductance is

GK1 = 0.09 nS/pF. (4.12)

Bett This last model is not a specific human atrial model. The first formulation appeared as a
model for both atrial- and ventricular-like human cardiomyocytes, [52], and was then used in 2013
by Bett [14] in a dynamic clamp setup with the following equation specific for undi�erentiated
hiPSC-CMs

IK1 = 0.5 V + 85
1 + e0.0896(V +85) + 0.01(V + 85). (4.13)

As suggested by Fabbri et al. [27], we conducted a priori comparison between the seven IK1

formulations. First of all, we scaled all of them in order to obtain the same outward peak current
density (0.63pA/pF ), corresponding to the peak of the Koivumäki model, this one being one of
the most recent AL models. Thus, given

• IK the reference Koivumäki current equation in 4.9

• IF the alternative current formulation with K œ {TT, Grandi, F ink, ORd, CRN, Bett},
where the formulation 4.7 has been considered at the steady state version
IK1 = GK1


Ko · xK1,Œ · RK1 · (V ≠ EK)

the scaling factors KF can be easily found imposing max IK = KF max IF ’F .
In the following Table, we summarized the literature maximal conductance, and the relative

new normalized maximal conductance reduced by the scaling factor. Considering voltages between
≠120 and 10 mV , each normalized model generated the steady state normalized IK1 currents
shown in Figure 4.6.

Model Scaling factor Literature GK1 [nS/pF ] Normalized GK1 [nS/pF ]

Ten Tusscher 0.34109 5.405 1.8436

Fink 0.48919 0.6821 0.3337

Grandi 0.41384 - 0.41384

O’Hara-Rudy 0.68753 0.1908 0.1312

Courtemanche 1.1101 0.09 0.0999

Bett 0.36827 - 0.36827
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Figure 4.6: Normalized IK1 currents from ventricular (left) and atrial (right) ionic models.

4.4 Chair-shape morphology

Once every IK1 formulation had been implemented both in the AL and VL Paci2013 model,
some simulations were performed considering new formulations instead of the original ones. Some
of the normalized currents allowed the model to reach a stable and hyperpolarized MDP, and
the applied current injection enabled the generation of an action potential. Results support
experimental observations, generalizing them. In-vitro AP recording only highlighted a longer AP
plateau in VL CMs and an abnormal AP waveform in AL cells under the injection of a ventricular
O’Hara-Rudy IORd formulation. In-silico simulations presented irregular APs uppermost in the
previous cases, characterized by a "chair-like" plateau, but every IK1 formulation gave rise to a
longer AP plateau both for atrial-like and ventricular-like CMs.

4.4.1 Definition

The AP morphology for di�erent atrial and ventricular IK1 formulations changes with respect to
the density of the injected current. The AP morphology was absolutely non-physiological for low
percentages of the injected current, while it became physiological for higher densities.
The stretching of the AP appeared in the repolarization phase (phase 3 in figure 1.3), corresponds
to an additional change of the concavity of the AP. This phenomenon disappears for high densities
injected currents, where the number of inflections is lower.

This morphology change is shown in Figure 4.7, considering an additional ventricular current
formulation (O’Hara-Rudy), and in Figure 4.8, considering an additional atrial current formulation
(Koivumäki).

The mathematical description of the morphology allows the definition of a mathematical
criterion to classify AP morphologies based on the number nI of AP inflections between the AP
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peak and the resting MDP. More precisely, we have the following

Mathematical criterion 1. Given t œ [Tstim1, Tstim2] the time between two consecutive stimuli
and A =

Ó
t̄ œ [Tstim1, Tstim2] : ˆ

2
V

ˆt2 (t̄) = 0
Ô

the set of inflections we state that:

• if nI = card A Ø 7 the action potential presents a Chair shape morphology

• if nI = card A Æ 6 ∆ the action potential presents a Non-Chair shape morphology.

(a) Chair shape (b) Non-chair shape

Figure 4.7: Atrial Paci2013 performed with additional O’Hara Rudy IK1 formulation

(a) Chair shape (b) Non-chair shape

Figure 4.8: Atrial Paci2013 performed with additional Koivumäki IK1 formulation

4.4.2 Threshold research

This mathematical description of the phenomenon makes the virtual dynamic clamp a powerful
tool to investigate the correlation between the injected quantity and the AP morphology.

Considering that DC injects an external current, it seemed a reasonable desire to add as
little current as possible. The aim is now to use the previous criterion to estimate the minimal
amount of injected IK1 required to obtain a physiological AP. Using the previous AP morphology
classification, we defined for every normalized IK1 formulation the threshold conductance Gth

K1
as the minimal nominal conductance required for obtaining a physiological AP (i.e. to suppress
the non-physiological AP morphology). To gain a better understanding, we also considered the
threshold percentage of the normalized IK1 current for each tested IK1.
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These threshold parameters rightly could be seen as an estimation of current formulation
e�cacy inside the DC technique.

In order to reach this target, we inspected percentages of injected current between 100%
and 1000% of the normalized formulation, corresponding to di�erent values of the maximal
conductance gK1 œ [GK1, 10 · GK1], with an accuracy of 0.01nS/pF .

Simulations were performed for 700 seconds, reaching the steady state, with pacing at 1Hz.
The stimulation protocol is the same used in the original paper of Paci2013, [85]: constant pacing
rate of 1 Hz with depolarizing current pulses of 5 ms duration and variable amplitude (550 pA
for densities lower than 100%, 750 or 950 pA otherwise). After 700 s more of stimulation, one
AP is extracted and the number of inflection is computed in that interval. A visual report is
presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

Ventricular-like formulations Some needed preliminary simulations highlighted that the
standard stimulation protocol fails for the literature normalized current density. In such cases,
the lower bound for these models was set to a higher percentage.

A specific range is then needed for the O’Hara-Rudy formulation in AL hiPSC-CMs. The
number of inflections did not decrease in the desired interval and the upper bound of 1000%
of the normalized current did not suppress the non-physiological AP morphology. Values were
increased up to the threshold percentage, equal to 1377%.

(a) TT IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (b) TT IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM

(c) Fink IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (d) Fink IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM
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(e) Grandi IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (f) Grandi IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM

(g) ORd IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (h) ORd IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM

Figure 4.9: Virtual DC performed on Paci2013 considering ventricular IK1 formulations. Three
di�erent current densities were expressed in each figure, labeled as percentages of the normalized
currents.

Atrial-like formulations Being consistent with Figure 4.6, we consider in this paragraph
both the human AL formulations (Koivumäki and Courtemanche) and the mixed Bett one.
Preliminary analyses in these cases suggest not to discard any value in the expected range.

(a) Koivumäki IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (b) Koivumäki IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM

(c) CRN IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (d) CRN IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM
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(e) Bett IK1 in Atrial-like hiPSC-CM (f) Bett IK1 in Ventricular-like hiPSC-CM

Figure 4.10: Virtual DC performed on Paci2013 considering atrial IK1 formulations and Bett
IK1. Three di�erent current densities were expressed in each figure, labeled as percentages of the
normalized currents.

4.5 Results

Once ran the simulation, we summarized the resulting threshold conductances and percentages in
Table 4.1. Comparing the di�erent results between atrial-specific IK1 formulations (Koivumäki,
CRN) and ventricular ones, we see that for both AL and VL hiPSC-CMs, the Koivumäki and
Courtemanche threshold conductances are much lower than the thresholds of the ventricular
formulations.

IK1 formulation Gth

K1 Threshold percentages
AL hiPSC-CMs VL hiPSC-CMs AL hiPSC-CMs VL hiPSC-CM

Ten Tusscher 9.0336 4.1855 490 227
Fink 2.3693 0.9410 701 283
Grandi 2.2761 0.7659 550 185
O’Hara-Rudy 1.8066 0.7754 1377 591
Koivumäki 0.0742 0.1253 106 179
Courtemanche 0.3297 0.1738 330 181
Bett 1.9518 1.8782 530 510

Table 4.1: Conductance Gth

K1 threshold nominal values, measured in [nS/pF ], and percentages
of the injected current required to obtain a physiological AP for each model, for both AL (second
and fourth columns) and VL (third and fifth columns) hiPSC-CMs.

In Figure 4.11 we provided a visual report of the threshold percentages of the normalized IK1

current in each original model for each tested IK1. Once more, ventricular formulations need
higher percentages of injected current than atrial formulations in order to prevent the cell from
showing a non-physiological morphology.
A common feature among the di�erent IK1 formulations is the increased current density needed
by AL cells with respect to VL hiPSC-CMs. Again, the discrepancy decreases when considering
the Koivumäki or Courtemanche IK1 formulations.

First criterion Since DC injects an external current, it is reasonable to add a current as
small as possible. Under this assumption, rightly injected threshold current could be seen as an
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Figure 4.11: Threshold percentages of the normalized IK1 current in each original model, for
both AL or VL hiPSC-CMs.

estimation of the e�cacy of the IK1 current formulation inside the DC technique.
When considering VL hiPSC-CMs, almost every IK1 formulation needs a current density lower

than 3 times the normalized current density in the literature, i.e. the IK1 threshold percentage
is lower than 300%. On the other hand, for every tested formulation, the AL simulation shows
a physiological morphology when the injected current density reaches higher percentages, and
almost every IK1 formulation needs a current density higher than 3 times the normalized literature
value, i.e. the threshold percentage is higher than 300%.

Second criterion A second possibility is to consider some specific biomarkers as a tool to
discriminate between di�erent formulations. In this specific case, the most suitable biomarker
seems to be the APD90, as a pointer to the duration and length of the action potential and
highly related to the chair-shape morphology definition.

For each model, we have evaluated the AP duration at 90% of repolarization at di�erent
percentages of the injected IK1 including the threshold percentage (Table 4.2); Figure 4.12 shows
the decreasing trend of the curves. These values should be compared with some experimental
data, and we referred to the APD90 measurements described in Table 2 of the original Paci2013,
[85]. For ventricle hiPSC-CMs, the experimental APD90, equal to 414.7 ± 21.8 ms, is a target
that both atrial-like (CRN) and ventricular-like (ORd) formulations can reach. On the other
hand, this biomarker becomes a discriminant value for AL cells, where the only Koivumäki
IK1 formulation can reach the target APD90 equal to 286.2 ± 21.2 ms. Figure 4.12 shows the
distance of di�erent models from the experimental value and the Koivumäki threshold APD90

inside the confidence rate.
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Figure 4.12: APD90 with respect to the injected current percentages in AL hiPSC-CMs. For
each IK1 formulation, the threshold percentages have been highlighted (dashed line) and the
intersection point can be compared with the experimental APD90.

IK1 formulation TT Fink Grandi ORd K CRN Bett

Threshold APD90
AL hiPSC-CM 123.3 109.5 120.6 101.7 291.9 133.4 65.9
VL hiPSC-CM 480.8 466.3 591.6 430.3 344.6 429.4 80.5

Table 4.2: Threshold AP duration at 90% of repolarization considering each IK1 formulation,
injected both in AL and in VL hiPSC.CMs.

Conclusions Keeping in mind that the DC technique is used as a tool to improve action
potential measurements in AL hiPSC-CMs, we focused on the e�ects of IK1 injection on AL
hiPSC-CMs action potential morphology. Previous results and considerations led us to the
statement that atrial current formulations, i.e. Koivumäki and Courtemanche, are preferable
to the ventricular ones. In agreement with this, Figure 4.11 shows that VL hiPSC-CMs reveal
the VL phenotype for low densities independent of the IK1 formulation. On the other hand, AL
phenotype was easily revealed using only atrial IK1 formulations, by using 106% (Koivumäki)
and 300% (Courtemanche) of the original normalized literature values, respectively.

In conclusion, in order to characterize atrial-specific hiPSC-CMs using the minimal injection
of IK1, virtual dynamic clamp suggests Koivumäki IK1 as the more reliable IK1 formulation, with
the minimum current density equal to 106% and 179% for AL cells and VL cells, respectively.

This work has been presented to the International Conference of Computing in Cardiology
and the relative paper Numerical Simulations Indicate IK1 Dynamic Clamp Can Unveil the
Phenotype of Cardiomyocytes Derived from Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells, [15], is in press.
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Chapter 5

Novel in-silico model for atrial-like
hiPSC-CMs

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a multifactorial disease, a�ecting almost 33 million people globally,
with prevalence in the European population. It is characterized by an irregular atrial rhythm
and available rhythm control strategies are inadequate, showing a limited e�cacy and causing
undesirables adverse e�ects (such as ventricular proarrhythmia). Thus, the best current option
to treat the disease is the interventional therapy, namely ablation, [24]. The major limitation
that hampers the drug development is the critical assessment of human atrial CMs and their
proliferation propagation in culture, moreover when antiarrhytmics drugs are injected, acting in
the direction of AP shortening in terms of action potential duration. As a result, the development
of pharmacological therapies needs a better understanding of the basic aetiology and physiological
mechanism of AF.

hiPSC may o�er a platform to develop new strategies and evaluate drugs, but cultures
enriched in AL CMs are needed. Current protocols for hiPSC di�erentiation result in pool with
small percentages of AL-CMs, but di�erent studies suggest retinoic acid (RA) to drive cells
towards an atrial fate displaying electrophysiological properties and gene expression patterns
characteristic of early AL myocytes, as describe in the previous chapter and in [55].

The clear importance of AL hiPSC-CMs highlights the relevance of studying the function
of these cells also in-silico. The only existing AL model was published in 2013 but did not
consider any atrial specific current. Furthermore CardioCentro Ticino - EOC focused on cell
di�erentiation and new data and insights are now available. The ultra rapid activating delayed
rectifier current, absent in the ventricle, induces a less pronounced plateau phase; IK1 density
and rectification are lower in human atrial cells, leading to a slow late repolarization in phase 3
and slower AP upstroke.

This is the reason why we started developing a new computational model for atrial-like
hiPSC-CMs, reproducing all these features.

Model parameters were calibrated and optimized using di�erent experimental data set. The
heterogeneity of phenotypes in the pull of retinoic-acid treated cells prevents electrophysiologists
to discriminate a priori the AP morphology of the cell. As discussed in the previous chapter, the

91
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Figure 5.1: Experimental action potentials recorded by the CardioCentrum Ticino Institute.

dynamic clamp technique can unveil the hiPSC-CM phenotype, but experimental conditions and
protocols for the treatement of cell hamper subsequent manipulations, leading a lack of voltage
clamp data and current specific measurements.
Moreover, the dynamic clamp technique is based on the injection of an external stimulus and
any spontaneous beating cell can be classified as AL. Thus, we base on two di�erent datasets.

First of all, with regard to spontaneous beating hiPSC-CMs we referred to the only available
data biomarkers of Ma et al., previously used to fit the Paci generation models, [66].

Indeed, considering paced CMs we referred to the recent CCT data, used in their latter
published paper [2]. Two partitions of these data are presented: the first one is a set of seven AP
traces (see Figure 5.1), measured in current clamp; the second one is a pool of 8 biomarkers per
cells, (see Table 5.1). Such data had already been analyzed and used as target in the unsupervised
learning algorithm to classify the recorded cells, [2].
Di�erent AP parameters have been presented in Chapter 3, but some additional information
have been considered:

MDP + DC is the maximum diastolic potential obtained after the DC injection of
additional IK1

APD20/90 defined as the ratio between APD20 and the ADPD90 is the target used
to evaluate the triangulation of the AP shape, considering 0.44 as the
cut-o� value between AL and VL.

Upon these sample a statistical analyses was conducted considering the mean, the standard
deviation (Dev. St.) and the standard error of the mean (Sem).
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Biomarkers

Cell
number MDP MDP + DC APD90 APD20 APD50 APD20/90 Vmax APA

1 -24 -75.25 94.84 28.30 53.49 0.298 127.5 83.39
2 -33 -80.18 54.01 5.88 21.811 0.10 156.6 114.12
3 -36 -76.49 91.13 15.3 44.28 0.168 66.280 100.60
4 -30 -77.212 65.08 11.6 33.439 0.179 124.27 105.26
5 -41 -83.99 40.95 7.56 23.817 0.184 88.316 104.91
6 -23 -77.437 87.46 12.29 58.209 0.140 105.32 103.64
7 -20 –84.67 40.388 7.988 24.049 0.197 111.68 112.16
8 -28 -83.25 149.75 40.01 110.84 0.2671 191.87 124.86
9 -31 -83.09 89.06 19.251 60.88 0.216 223.90 127.93

Statistical
values
Mean -25 -80.91 70.72 12.176 39.544 0.167 154.96 111.24

Dev. St. 16 3.156 33.41 9.036 22.79 0.058 51.49 12.12
Sem 3.79 0.744 7.87 2.12 5.373 0.0138 12.14 2.86

Table 5.1: Recorded experimental biomarkers yielded from electrophysiological recordings of 9
cells. A bigger set of 18 cells has been considered to obtain the statistical values, where Dev.St.
is the standard deviation and Sem is the standard error of the mean.

5.1 First parameter switch in Paci2020

Paci2020 model, the latest ventricular-like version, is the ground chosen to start developing the first

Figure 5.2: Changes a�ecting the AP when
considering two di�erent external potassium
concentrations: Ko = 5.4mM (dashed line),
Ko = 4.0mM (solid line).

AL hiPSC-CM model. Firstly, experimental condi-
tions were reformulated to reflect the correspond-
ing laboratory setup. Thus, two di�erent specific
datasets were used for unpaced and paced condi-
tions. Indeed, experimental data that refers to
Ma et al. recordings were collected considering an
external potassium concentration Ko equal to 5.4
mM, while recent CCT data considered an external
potassium concentration Ko equal to 4.0 mM. As
shown in Figure 5.2, this change leads to a more
hyperpolarized resting potential and a higher action
potential duration. To sum up, physiological values
for both paced and unpaced configurations are written in Table 5.2.

As a first step towards the atrialization we applied some parameters rescaling, where factors are
provided by the literature and summarized in Table 1 of Paci2013, [85]. There, two di�erent sets
can be identified. In the first one a specific relation is given between ventricular- and atrial- like phe-
notype, some derived from human models, some scaled coherently with the membrane capacitance
measured in the experiments Cm. The corresponding scaled value in Paci2020 is now the ventricu-
lar parameter, [82] used to evaluate the atrial like parameter, [85]. These changes are listed in Table
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5.3.

Parameter Unpaced Paced

T 310 K 310 K
Ko 5.4 mM 4.0 mM

Nao 151.0 mM 151.0 mM
Cao 1.8 mM 1.8 mM
Ki 150.0 mM 150.0 mM
EK -88.8 mV -96.8 mV

Table 5.2: Physiological conditions considering
Ma et al. (first column) and Cardiocentro Ticino
(second column) laboratories setup.

The second set is made up by parameters for
which the characterization of atrial and ven-
tricular phenotype values was based in 2013
on the basic fitting parameters scaling, where
the latter numbers were obtained by the fit-
ting of heterogeneous experimental data. How-
ever, any basic fitting parameter was available
and the Paci2020 values can be considered as
ventricular-like parameters. Thus, given

• – the unknown basic fitting value, –v

and –a the ventricular and atrial values

• f : – ‘æ –v, g : – ‘æ –a the maps
between parameters

We obtained –a by rescaling an hypothetical fitting parameter on a mixed pull of cells. In this
case we need to proceed by steps.

– = f≠1(–v)

–a = g(–)

These changes are listed in Table 5.4. One more current (If ) was taken into account in Paci2013
model, but occurred Gf,v = Gf,a, thus we did not write it down.

AP changes due to the parameters switch can be seen in Figure 5.3: a qualitative comparison
between the simulated APs allows us to say that the model still reproduces the main di�erences
between the VL and AL hiPSC-CMs reported in literature. That are, for instance, higher
frequency of firing (shorter cycle length) for the AL parameters (see Figure 5.3a); a longer APD

and greater APA for the VL model (see Figure 5.3b); a more triangular shape.

(a) Spontaneous hiPSC-CMs (b) Paced hiPSC-CMs

Figure 5.3: Qualitative di�erences in the AP morphology considering di�erent sets of parameters:
VL parameters (dashed line) are from Paci2020, AL parameters (solid line) were computed in
Tables 5.3-5.4.
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Year VL parameter AL parameter Units

INaCa 2020 KNaCa,v = 6514.47574 KNaCa,a = 0.5 ú KNaCa,v = 3257.2 A/F

INaK 2020 PNaKv = 2.74240 PNaKa = 0.8 ú PNaKv = 2.1939 A/F

Iup 2020 Vup,v = 0.82205 Vup,a = 0.3924 ú Vup,v = 0.3226 mM/s

Irel 2020 girel,v = 55.808061 girel,a = 1.1109 ú girel,v = 75.4190 mM/s

Vc 2013/2020 Vc,v = 8800 Vc,a = 7200 µm3

VSR 2013/2020 VSR,v = 583.728 VSR,a = 465.199 µm3

Table 5.3: Comparison of the first set of parameters which are di�erent between the VL and
AL models. In the first column we report the parameter a�ected by the change. In the second
column we report the year of the Paci generation model that provided the VL value. In the third
and fourth columns we write down the tuning of the parameters to reproduce the heterogeneity
between AL and VL cells.

Year Param. Basic fitting VL parameter AL parameter Units

INa 2020 – = GNa – = –v/0.58 –v = 64471.1896 –a = 1.05 ú – = 116720 S/F

ICaL

2013/2020 – = V hd – = ≠9.1 –v = ≠9.1 –a = – + 3.114 = ≠5.986 mV
2013/2020 – = V hf – = ≠26 –v = ≠26 –a = – + 0.774 = ≠25.226 mV
2013/2020 – = V hf2 – = ≠32 –v = ≠32 –a = – + 0.774 = ≠31.226 mV
2013/2020 – = ·f2 – –v = ·f2 –a = – ms

Ito 2020 – = Gto – = –v/0.5 –v = 29.9038 –a = – = 59.8076 S/F

IK1 2020 – = GK1 – = –v/1.1 –v = 28.1492 –a = 0.75 ú – = 19.1926 S/F

Cm 2020 – = Cm – = –v/1.113 –v = 98.7109 –a = 0.887 ú – = 78.6672 pF

Table 5.4: Comparison of the first set of parameters which are di�erent between the VL and
AL models. In the first column we report the current a�ected by the parameter changed (see
column 3). In the second column we report the year of the Paci generation model that provided
the VL value. In the fifth column the ventricular value given by Paci2020, in the fourth, the
hypothetical basic fitting parameter. In the last column the final AL tuned parameter.

5.2 Additional atrial-specific currents

In the last decade a multitude of models were published to describe atrial cell electrophysiology.
Firstly, two principles atrial-specific lineages where published in 1998 by Courtemanche et al.,
[22] and Nygren et al., [77]. These models have been extended later, as described in Figure 5 of
[133] with the introduction of ion currents not incorporated previously. Among all of them, five
models were benchmarked by Wilhelms et al. in [138].

Since we are interested in developing a hiPSC-CMs atrial model, we took into account each
ion current that is only expressed in the atria. Such currents are summarized in Table 2 of [133]
and they always deal with various potassium channels. They are: IKur, IK,ACh, IK2P , IkCa.

Acetylcholine-sensitive potassium current (IK,ACh) is an atrial specific current activated by
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) after the binding to the specific muscarinic receptor.
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For this reason its contribution to the AP in in vitro isolated hiPSC-CMs can be neglected.
hiPSC actually never live in a human body, so we consider modeling that current a useful project.

The other current we decided not to take into account is the Two-pore-domain potassium
(K2P 3.1K+) current. Indeed, IK2P is positively modulated in Schmidt’s model, [111], in the
paroxysmal atrial fibrillation model and overexspressed in the chronic model. However in basal
conditions the current does not concur in the electrical activity of a healthy patient with sinus
rhythm.

5.2.1 Ultrarapid delayed rectifier current formulations

The first typical current we want to model is the ultrarapid outward current, IKur, typical of atrial
like cardiomyocytes. Two di�erent pedigrees provided a specific formulation: Courtemanche
lineage and Nygren one in the upgrade of Maleckar.

Maleckar model

The first formulation we take into account is the one used by Koivumäki in 2011, that corresponds
to the Maleckar formulation. We take into account the set of equations proposed in the paper of
2009, [71].

First of all, we compare the compatibility between models in term of unit of measurements.
Paci models is tuned using time in seconds and voltage in milliV olt (Vm stands for voltage in
mV ), while Maleckar (Mal.) is formulated in second and V olt. In both models capacitance is in
pF . For the compatibility we need to use

Vm = 1000 ◊ VMaleckar.

The other relevant constant in the potassium formulation is the universal gas constant, measured
in mJ/(mol · K) in Maleckar and in J/(mol · K) in Paci. Once more, for the exact compatibility
we need

RMal. = 1000 ◊ R ∆ EK,Mal. = 1000 ◊ EK .

With these notes we can write the following IKur formulation

IKur = gKur · aur · iur (Vm ≠ EK · 103). (5.1)

The current dynamic is defined by two specific gating variables, aur, iur, with an Hodgkin-Huxley
first order dynamic.

aur,Œ = 1.0
1.0 + exp ≠Vm·103+6.0

8.6

·aur = 0.009
1.0 + exp Vm+5.0

12.0
+ 0.0005

daur

dt
= aur,Œ ≠ aur

·aur

iur,Œ = 1.0
1.0 + exp Vm+7.5

10.0

·iur = 0.59
1.0 + exp Vm+60.0

10.0
+ 3.5

diur

dt
= iur,Œ ≠ iur

·iur

(5.2)
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The conductance in Maleckar formulation is gKur,Mal = 2.25nS, we have to scale in nS/pF .
Thus, we find

gKur = gKur,Mal

Cm,Mal

= 2.25
50 = 0, 045

5
nS

pF

6
(5.3)

Finally, initial conditions for the new gating variables are

aur = 3, 670010≠4 iur = 0, 9673 (5.4)

With this additional IKur formulation the resulting action potential morphology is described
by Figure 5.4.

(a) Unpaced simulation (b) Paced simulation

Figure 5.4: Steady-state simulation of the model with the additional IKur Maleckar current,
performed in unpaced conditions and under a pacing protocol at 1Hz

Courtemanche model

The second formulation we take into account is the one used by Courtemanche in the primitive
model of 1998, [22].

As described in the previous paragraph, we compare the compatibility between models in
term of measurements units. Paci models is tuned using time in seconds and voltage in milliV olt,
while Courtemanche (CRN) is formulated in second and V olt. In both models capacitance is in
pF . For the compatibility we need to use

Vm = 1000 ◊ VCourtemanche.

The other relevant constant in the potassium formulation is the Faraday constant, measured in
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C/mmol in Courtemanche and in C/mol in Paci. Once more, for the exact compatibility we
need

F = 1000 ◊ FCRN ∆ EK,CRN = 1000 ◊ EK .

With these notes we can write the following IKur formulation, where gKur is the conductance:

IKur = gKur · u3
a · ui ·

1
Vm ≠ EK · 103

2

gKur = 0.005 + 0.05
1.0 + exp

3
≠Vm ≠ 15.0

13.0

4 (5.5)

The current dynamic is defined by two specific gating variables, ua, ui, with an Hodgkin-Huxley
first order dynamic described by the following equations, where KQ,10 = 3:

–u(a) = 0.65
Ë
e≠ Vm+10.0

8.5 + e≠ Vm≠30.0
59.0

È≠1

—u(a) = 0.65 ·
5
2.5 + exp

3
≠Vm + 82.0

17.0

46≠1

·u(a) =
KQ¸10

–u(a) + —u(a)
dua

dt
=

ua(Œ) ≠ ua

·u(a)

ua(Œ) =
5
1.0 + exp

3
≠Vm + 30.0

9.6

46≠1

–u(i) =
Ë
21.0 + e≠ Vm≠185.0

28.0
È≠1

—u(i)) = exp
3

≠Vm + 158.0.0
16.0

4

·iur =
KQ¸10

–u(i) + —u(i)
dui

dt
=

ui(Œ) ≠ ui

·u(i)

ui(Œ) =
5
1.0 + exp

3
≠Vm ≠ 99.45

27.48

46≠1

(a) Unpaced simulation (b) Paced simulation

Figure 5.5: Steady-state simulation of the model with the additional IKur Courtemanche current,
performed in unpaced conditions and under a pacing protocol at 1Hz
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Finally, initial conditions for the new gating variables are

ua = 9.99 · 10≠1 ui = 4.96 · 10≠3 (5.6)

With this additional IKur formulation the resulting AP morphology is described by Figure
5.5.

Comparison

The idea is to compare the di�erent formulations of the new atrial model, in order to analyse
di�erences and e�ects on the AP. A first comparison is given by the resulting AP waves in Figure
5.6. The main e�ect of the additional current is the reduction of the AP duration, matched with
a reduction of the AP peak considering the IKur Maleckar formulation.

(a) Unpaced simulation (b) Paced simulation

Figure 5.6: Steady-state simulation of the model considering three di�erent formulations: the
AL version of Paci2020 (black line), the additional IKur Maleckar current (dashed red line), the
additional IKur Courtemanche current (solid red line).

Such results are expressed also considering some biomarkers. Actually, we considered only

Unpaced
Exp. data

Atrial
Paci2020

Additional IKur

Maleckar
Additional IKur

Courtemanche

MDP [mV ] ≠73.5 ± 1.5 ≠74.858 ≠69.9388 ≠68.5498

APA [mV ] 100.2 ± 2.1 102.030 79.5101 94.82082

Peak [mV ] 26.7 ± 1.4 27.1675 9.55838 26.26785

APD10 [ms] 60.8 ± 5.5 87.1589 14.4785 60.40387

APD30 [ms] 123.1 ± 10.3 223.993 49.6623 144.2292

APD90 [ms] 286.9 ± 21.2 390.518 138.714 274.9456

rappAPD 1.1 ± 0.1 2.79240 1.6364 2.152

CL [ms] 1200 ± 200 1713.14 814.839 1243.820

Table 5.5: Action potential features comparison
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experimental data of Ma. et al, [66], because few changes have been made; thus, only unpaced
conditions were taken into account. In Table 5.5 the summary of the AP parameters highlights
that every biomarker gets better considering an additional atrial specific current, but the Maleckar
formulation leads the model to an extreme reduction of the APD percentages, in addition to non
consistent values of peak and amplitude.

5.2.2 Small conductance calcium activated potassium channel

The second additional current we take into account is the Small conductance calcium activated
potassium (SK) channel IKCa, presented by Skibsbye (Ski) in 2016, [117].

SK channel opening is described as a two-state Markov model. The opening of the channel
simply depends on the sub-sarcolemmal calcium concentration, Ca2+

i
(squared). The equations

proposed to define the opening of the channel are as follows:

KCaon = 47.0e6

KCaoff = 13.0
dO

dt
= (1 ≠ O) · KCaon · Ca2

i ≠ O · KCaoff

(5.7)

where O is the gating variable. The resulting current equation is

IKCa = gKCa · O · 1
1 + exp(Vm≠EK ·103+120.0

45.0 )
(Vm ≠ EK · 103). (5.8)

(a) Unpaced simulation (b) Paced simulation

Figure 5.7: Steady-state simulation of the model with the additional IKCa Skibsbye current,
performed in unpaced conditions and under a pacing protocol at 1Hz
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In the equation 5.8, gKCa,Ski is supposed to be gKca,Ski = 3.6nS, thus

gKCa = gKCa,Ski

Cm,Mal

= 3.6
50 = 0.072

5
nS

pF

6
(5.9)

Resulting APs in unpaced and paced configurations are described, respectively, in Figure 5.7a
and 5.7b.

5.3 Dynamic Clamp integration

For the final current adjustment we must take into account the di�erent sources of experimental
data: Ma et al. [66] for the unpaced spontaneous beating phenotype and Altomare et al. [2] for
stimulated hiPSC-CMs. In this second laboratory setup, cells were treated with retinoic acid,
then stimulated using the dynamic clamp protocol, as described in Chapter 4.
Untreated cells show a stable depolarized resting state, that we can reach by previously sup-
pressing the native IK1 current. Furthermore, the original Paci2013 current aimed to reproduce
experimental voltage clamp protocols and this allows us to replace the current formulation as
long as the new one keeps the biomarkers fitting.

In order to reproduce a virtual description as much similar as possible to CCT experiments,
we replaced the original IK1 current formulation with the one used in the laboratory protocol.
Indeed, we integrated the Koivumäki (KO) IK1 formulation published in 2011, [47], and previously

Figure 5.8: AP behaviour considering di�erent values of the nominal gK1, measured in nS/pF .
Small percentages of the injected current fix the cell to a depolarized diastolic potential; increasing
gK1 values from 0.4 to 0.6 corresponds to the increase of the spontaneous firing cycle length; for
values higher than 0.07nS/pF the current leads the cell to an hyperpolarized MDP.
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written by Nygren, [77], this one being human atrial specific, suitable for the unpaced version.

Vm = 1000 ◊ VNygren

EK = 1000 ◊ ENygren

IK1 = gK1[K+]0.4457
o

Vm ≠ EK

1.0 + e1.5(Vm≠EK+3.6)F/RT

(5.10)

where the starting nominal maximal conductance is gKO = 3.825nS, thus

gK1 = gK1,KO

Cm,Mal

= 3.825
50 = 0.0765

5
nS

pF

6
. (5.11)

Once the correct current equation had been integrated, we analysed the behaviour of the
membrane voltage with respect to the maximal conductance gK1, in order to replicate both
the spontaneous firing for unpaced hiPSC-CMs and the stable and hyperpolarized MDP of DC
treated cells. As described in Figure 5.8, we inspected conductance in the interval [0, 0.1] and we
can easily point out that a slightly stronger Koivumäki IK1 is enough to stop the spontaneous
APs at ≠80mV .

Keeping in mind that di�erent physiological conditions were considered for the unpaced and
the paced protocol, and summarized in Table 5.2, we decided to consider two di�erent gK1 values
for the di�erent pacing conditions. At a starting point we fixed gK1 = 0.06nS/pF for unpaced
hiPSC-CMs and gK1 = 0.08nS/pF for paced CMs, changing at once the external potassium
concentration and the maximal potassium conductance.
Resulting APs and currents are described, respectively, in Figure 5.9a and 5.9b.

(a) Unpaced simulation (b) Paced simulation

Figure 5.9: Steady-state simulation of the model with the replaced IK1 Koivumäki current,
performed in unpaced conditions (gK1 = 0.06nS/pF ) and under a pacing protocol at 1Hz
(gK1 = 0.08nS/pF ).
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Progress outline

Once every atrial specific current was taken into account, we summarize the major changes
a�ecting the original Paci2020:

1. Parameters switch from VL to AL through given parameters rescaling;

2. Additional IKur current (Courtemanche formulation);

3. Additional IKCa current (Skibsbye formulation);

4. Update of the IK1 current (Koivumäki formulation).

These changes correspond to an additional amount of information concerning the membrane
description, leading to a more AL phenotype. As we can see in Figure 5.10, the model presents step
by step a more triangular shape, a shorter action potential duration and a more hyperpolarized
resting.

To sum up the resulting membrane description, schematically summarized in Figure 5.11, the
model consists in a set of 15 currents and 24 variables, di�erentiated into:

• Action Potential Vm, described by equation the following equation:

dVm

dt
= ≠ INa ≠ INaL ≠ ICaL ≠ If ≠ IK1 ≠ IKs ≠ IKr ≠ Ito ≠ INaCa ≠ INaK+ (5.12)

≠ IpCa ≠ IbNa ≠ IbCa ≠ IKCa ≠ IKur + Istim;

Figure 5.10: Steady-state AP simulation of the model considering four di�erent formulations:
the atrial-like version of Paci2020 (black line), the additional IKur Courtemanche current (red
line), the additional IKCa Skibsbye current (green line) and the finally replaced IK1 Koivumäki
current (blue line).
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Figure 5.11: Schematic diagram of the model depicting the major functional components and the
13 membrane currents. Ca2+-handling is described by: Iup uptaking Ca2+ by SR, Irel releasing
Ca2+ by ryanodine receptors (RyR) and Ileak.

• 3 ionic concentrations, described by 3.3, 3.1, 3.2;

• 18 gating variables, involved in 9 di�erent membrane currents

• 3 gating variables RyRo, RyRc, RyRa standing for the Ryanodine Receptors’ probabilities
of activation, inactivation and adaptation, needed for the novel characterization of calcium
dynamic.

The generalized Cauchy (1.17), where c = (Nai, Cai, CaSR) and w = (w1, · · · w21), can be
numerically solved using the ODE solver ode15s with a maximum step size of 1ms.

5.4 Sensitivity analysis

In the previous section we took into account di�erent AL currents, in order to define a novel
in-silico model able to describe qualitatively an AL hiPSC-CMs. We should now test the model
and quantitatively analyze di�erent values, in order to fit the given experimental data.

5.4.1 Ryanodine Receptors

The first test concerns the steady-state condition, that a typical ionic model reaches after 700
second of simulation given generic initial conditions. Even though it is not possible to prove
that a limit cycle for the whole system exists, we can check that every transient concentration is
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bounded in physiological conditions.

Figure 5.12: [Ca2+]SR dynamic performing both
the unpaced and the paced formulations.

What actually happens is that the Sodium
concentration reaches the steady state, but
the paced model presents the disappearance
of the intracellular calcium (Cai = 0mM at
steady state) and a first order increase of the
Sarcoplasmic Ca2+ concentration (see Figure
5.12). The unpaced model prevents this ac-
cumulation because of a self regulation of the
dynamic. On the other hand the external cur-
rent applied to the cell leads to an extreme calcium storage inside the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum.

The Calcium concentration inside the SR is highly linked to the CICR dynamic, governed by
Ileak, Iup, Irel (equations 3.14-3.16).

Figure 5.13: AP and simultaneous gating varia-
bles dynamic considering the original (red line)
formulation and the modified (green line) RyRa1
parameter.

Specifically, the release current is directly pro-
portional to the CaSR concentrations, while
the uptake is inversely proportional to the cal-
cium concentration.
Gating variables underlying the whole dynamic
are the opening and closing probabilities of the
Ryanodine Receptor, RyRo and RyRc respec-
tively. In this initial model version the closing
probability is bounded and forced to a null
steady state. Indeed, the channel is always
opened and any of this variable presents a
proper dynamic, spanning the whole interval
[0, 1] (red lines in Figure 5.13). Changes of
the RyRa1 parameter improve the gating vari-
ables waves and the resulting scaling factor
(RyRa1 ◊ 2) leads the Ryanodine Receptor to
a physiological dynamic, as described by the
green lines (both dash and solid ones) of Figure
5.13.

Figure 5.14: [Ca2+]SR dynamic considering the
original formulation and the modified RyRa1
parameter.

After a final check on the transient concen-
trations we can state that, considering the up-
dated parameter, the model reaches the steady
state and both intracellular and sarcoplasmic
calcium concentrations are bounded in physio-
logical values (see Figure 5.14).
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5.4.2 Maximal potassium conductance

A second parameter playing a key role in the resulting AP wave form is the maximal potassium
conductance. We have already underlined the discriminating role between the paced and the
unpaced formulation, allowing the spontaneous beating for a small range of values (see Figure
5.8). Therefore, the sensitivity analysis will be carried out considering separately the di�erent
lines.

Unpaced formulation Firstly, we will focus on the unpaced model. The spontaneous firing
activity is enabled for gK1 œ [0.04, 0.07], thus we manually tuned the conductance minimizing
the discrepancy between experimental data of Ma et al. [66] and simulated model in terms of
biomarkers. We tested three di�erent nominal conductances and results are reported in the
following Table 5.6.

The first biomarker to be checked is the rappAPD, that we have already described as the
discriminant between AL and VL phenotype. According to the literature, this value should be
lower than 1.5 for AL hiPSC-CMs and this happens for every tested conductance.
Another relevant parameter is the cicle length, that is the only biomarker characterizing the
spontaneous beating. This value increases with the conductance and reveals that the AP frequency
decreases until it stops for the threshold conductance.
According to these remarks and observing the bold values in Table 5.6, we can state that the
nominal gK1 that minimized the error for most of the parameters is gK1 = 0.05 nS/pF .

Unpaced gK1 nominal values [nS/pF ]
Exp. data 0.04 0.05 0.06

MDP [mV ] ≠73.5 ± 1.5 ≠66.59 ≠73.504 ≠77.86

APA [mV ] 100.2 ± 2.1 91.287 101.160 102.142

Peak [mV ] 26.7 ± 1.4 24.688 27.652 24.236

APD10 [ms] 60.8 ± 5.5 58.172 66.089 56.342

APD30 [ms] 123.1 ± 10.3 135.31 149.017 125.86

APD90 [ms] 286.9 ± 21.2 332.22 367.981 341.17

rappAPD 1.1 ± 0.1 0.914 0.805 0.623

CL [ms] 1200 ± 200 883.6 1386.97 2388.80

Table 5.6: AP biomarkers comparison considering the unpaced Ma et al. experimental data and
di�erent gK1 nominal values expressed in nS/pF .

Paced formulation The second line to be optimized is the paced formulation, that we want
to compare with the specific Altomare et al. experimental set of biomarkers. These cells are
qualitatively characterized by a triangular shape, corresponding to a short ADP90.
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Figure 5.15: AP dynamic considering di�erent
gK1 values.

We started analysing di�erent conduc-
tances, starting from 0.08nS/pF and we can
see in Figure 5.15 that higher IK1 current den-
sities correspond to shorter AP.
We performed a quantitative comparison, in-
creasing the gK1 parameter up to two times
the starting value. For each biomarker the
relative error gradually decreased, except for
the MDP, that gradually moves toward more
negative and non physiological values.

For gK1 = 0.15nS/pF and gK1 = 0.16nS/pF three biomarkers concerning the action potential
duration reached the experimental bound (Mean ± Dev. St.) and gK1 = 0.16nS/pF is the
eligible value, this one providing smaller errors than the others (see Table 5.7).

Paced gK1 nominal values
Exp. data 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16

MDP [mV ] ≠80.91 ± 3.16 ≠87.80 ≠90.17 ≠91.61 ≠92.14 ≠92.58 ≠92.97

APD90 [mV ] 70.72 ± 33.41 288.22 200.61 140.45 117.21 99.33 86.76

APD20 [mV ] 12.17 ± 9.04 22.08 13.13 9.25 8.50 7.96 7.88

APD50 [ms] 39.5 ± 22.7 94.57 63.91 48.81 44.03 40.05 37.03

APD20/90 0.17 ± 0.056 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09

Vmax [mV/ms] 154.96 ± 51.49 247.17 234.12 228.61 110.85 71.48 68.38

APA 111.2 ± 12.12 130.02 128.70 127.92 127.16 126.29 125.25

Table 5.7: AP features comparison considering the paced Altomare et al. experimental data
and di�erent gK1 nominal values expressed in nS/pF .

A final qualitative comparison with the experimental traces is performed using gK1 = 0.09nS/pF

(on the left) and gK1 = 0.16nS/pF (on the right). As we can see in Figure 5.16, the suggested
value better fits the given data with a most suitable morphology.

Figure 5.16: Experimental data (grey lines) overlapped with the simulated model (red line),
performed with the pacing at 1Hz, considering gK1 = 0.09nS/pF (on the left) and gK1 =
0.16nS/pF (on the right).
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5.5 Future advances

We have presented in the previous section the manually tuned baseline model for AL hiPSC-CMs,
but still di�erent biomarkers are out of experimental bound.
To reach the expected fitting we are planning to process an automatically parameter optimization.
The hybrid optimization approach combines a genetic optimization and a simplex optimization,
as described in [11]. The first step is usually done using the Matlab function ga, while the second
step corresponds to the Matlab implementation of the Nelder-Mead Simplex Method, namely
fminsearchbnd function. This implemented method minimized the cost function, built on the
experimental biomarkers we took into account. Specifically, we manage to minimize the following
cost

Cost =
Nÿ

1
wi · Costi (5.13)

Costi = (bi,exp < LBi) (bi,exp ≠ LBi)2 + (bi,exp > UBi) (bi,exp ≠ UBi)2

0.5 (LBi + UBi)
(5.14)

where bi,exp is the ith biomarker, N the number of biomarkers used, wi the weight for each
biomarker’s cost and LBi, UBi the lower and the upper bound respectively for the considered
biomarker i. Each bound depend on the experimental standard deviation of the single biomarker.

The final phase deals with the model validation, we are managing to perform considering (i)
the rate dependence on the applied pacing rate (testing 1, 2, and 5 Hz); (ii) the e�ect of the IKur

block, then compared with the experimental e�ect of the non-selective blocker 4-Aminopyridine.



Chapter 6

Isogeometric modeling of an
engineered ventricle

In the previous chapters, we have widely approached the electrophysiological modeling of a single
hiPSC-CM, that is the first step to deal with preclinical drugs tests and disease modeling. On
the other hand, as we presented in Chapter 2, hiPSC-CMs technology evolves in the promising
field of regenerative medicine in terms of tissue transplants and organoids building. The final
aim is to use stem cells derived from patients with heart disease to create in-vitro ventricles, so
that the models capture the exact genetic background and mutations of the patients.

Many of the heart disease models that researchers actually use are cells that are grown
in flat layers. But the contractions and electrical signals in these cell layers are far removed
from three-dimensional heart chambers, which pump blood with di�erent volumes and pressures.
Furthermore, it has been proved that culturing hiPSC-CM as 3-dimensional engineered heart
tissue improves cardiomyocytes maturity and anisotropy. By Engineered heart tissues we mean
three-dimensional, muscle strips, or muscular thin films, that can be generated from isolated
heart cells or hiPSC-CMs, through a method introduced in 1997. Such technique requires (i)
heart cells, (ii) a liquid hydrogel that solidifies and promotes tissue formation, (iii) a support
structure, or a sca�old, to which the cell-containing hydrogel attaches [26, 32, 132].

Using these insights Kevin Kit Parker and William Pu (Harvard Stem Cell Institute) created
an improved tissue-engineered scale model of the human heart. In their latest study, published
in Nature Biomedical Engineering, they built a three-dimensional model of a heart ventricle,
combining engineered nanofibers with stem cell technology, [67, 68].

First,the sca�old was designed taking inspiration from the human myocardial tissue archi-
tecture and recreated using a nanofiber production system. The strategy developed for the
production of a nanofiber ventricle based on pull-spinning fibers on a rotating ellipsoidal collector.
Pull spinning uses a high-speed rotating bristle that dips into a polymer reservoir and pulls a
droplet from the solution into a jet. The fiber travels in a spiral trajectory and solidifies before
detaching from the bristle and moving toward a collector. Because the collector is spinning, all
of the fibers align in the same direction.
Next, they added heart muscle cells obtained from rats or di�erentiated from human induced

109
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pluripotent stem cells. The resulted fabricated thin-wall chambers were then sutured to tubing
or bioreactor components, and it contracted to move fluid in and out of the chamber successfully.
Catheter sensors were then introduced and stable contraction of hiPSC-CM ventricles permitted
time-dependent pressure and volume measurements.

To create a proof-of-concept disease model, the researchers injured the engineered ventricle to
mimic structural arrhythmia (a disease where abnormalities in heart structure result in irregular
heartbeats). For example, they poked holes in the ventricle to mimic a myocardial infarction,
and studied the e�ect of the heart attack.

Figure 6.1: CAD drawings of the left ventricle
collector, presented in [68], supplementary mate-
rial, Figure 1

Starting from a mathematical point of view,
we purposed to create a virtual framework
of the experiment, in order to reproduce the
same results. Thus, we started a new project,
joint with Professor Alessandro Reali, the PhD
student Michele Torre, [127] and Professor
Francesco Pasqualini,head of the Synthetic
Physiology Lab. The idea was to merge respec-
tively knowledge and scientific interest creating
an electrophysiological model approximated us-
ing Isogeometric Analysis.

In order to model this engineered ventric-
ular chamber, we stared from the sca�old ge-
ometry depicted in Figure 6.1, described as a
half ellipsoid with radii a = b = 4.5 and c = 9 mm [68]. From literature, we know the diameter
of a hiPSC-CM fiber is roughly 1µm, thus, considering the overlap between fibers, the chamber
diameter is supposed to be almost equal to 2µm.

6.1 Mathematical formulation of the problem

In order to create a mathematical description of the problem, we need to derive the canonical set of
equations for the propagation of the electrical stimulus in the cardiac tissue, schematized through
a reaction-di�usion system. This macroscopic representation corresponds to the Bidomain model.

The canonical description of the cardiac electrophysiology models the behaviour of the tissue
in space x œ � and time t œ (0, T ) by means of two superimposed continua, that represent the
intra-cellular and the extra-cellular spaces. These compartments exchange the charge via the
ionic current per unit area of the membrane surface, Iion, that is carried by the flow of ions
across the membrane, described for this specific problem by the Paci2018 ventricular-like ionic
model, [83]. The intensity of this current across the cellular membrane depends in a point-wise
manner on:

• the di�erence between the intra-cellular potential ui and the extra-cellular potential ue

v (x, t) = ui (x, t) ≠ ue (x, t) , (6.1)
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• the cellular state via the ion concentrations cs and gate variables wr, in the number of
s = 1, . . . , 3 and r = 1, . . . , 18 respectively, according to Paci2018 model.

Moreover, inside a single compartment, the charge moves accordingly to the linear di�usion law
governed by the conductivity tensor D or De, for the intra-cellular and extra-cellular spaces
respectively, linking the local cellular state to the one of the neighbouring cells.

These phenomena, jointly to the ability of the cellular membrane in separating the charge
and the charge conservation law (taking into account both the intra-cellular and extra-cellular
applied currents Iapp

i
and Iapp

e ), lead to the Bidomain formulation [19, 43, 121]. It embed the
single cell model, described by a system of ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) (eq. (6.2c),
(6.2d), and (6.2e)), into a system of partial di�erential equations (PDEs) (eq. (6.2a) and (6.2b)):

Y
_____________]

_____________[

‰Cm

ˆv

ˆt
≠ Ò · (DÒv) ≠ Ò · (DÒue) + ‰Iion = Iapp

i
in � ≠ ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) (6.2a)

≠Ò · (DÒv) ≠ Ò · ((D + De) Òue) = Iapp

e + Iapp

i
in � ≠ ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) (6.2b)

Iion = Iion
1
v, w1, . . . , wk, c1, . . . , cq

2
in � ◊ (0, T ) (6.2c)

ˆwr (x, t)
ˆt

= mr

w

1
v, w1, . . . , wk

2
’r = 1, . . . , 18 in � ◊ (0, T ) (6.2d)

ˆcs (x, t)
ˆt

= ms

c

1
v, w1, . . . , wk, c1, . . . , cq

2
’s = 1, . . . , 3 in � ◊ (0, T ), (6.2e)

where Cm is the membrane capacitance per unit area of the membrane surface and ‰ is the
membrane surface area per unit volume of the tissue. The two PDEs describe the potential field
evolution, considering the reaction and the di�usion phenomena. The system of equations is
then supplied with the no-flux conditions through the external surface ˆ�, characterized by the
outward pointing normal n,

I
n · DÒ (v + ue) = 0 on ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) (6.3a)

n · (D + De) Òue + n · DÒv = 0 on ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) (6.3b)

and completed by appropriate initial conditions
Y
__]

__[

v(x, 0) = v0 (6.4a)

wr(x, 0) = ws

0 ’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.4b)

cs(x, 0) = cs

0 ’s = 1, . . . , 3. (6.4c)

Moreover, as the charge has to be conserved, the applied currents have to obey to the compatibility
condition ⁄

�
Iapp

i
+ Iapp

e dx = 0. (6.5)

6.1.1 Monodomain approximation

The conductivity of an engineered tissue built on a sca�old depends on (i) the spatial organization
and geometrical orientation of the cells [58], and (ii) on the gap junctions expression and other
biological factors related to the cell maturation [67, 68].
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The engineered ventricle manufacturing process guarantees an high cell alignment, quantified
by the Oriental Order Parameter, in the circumferential direction. Coherently, we assume an
anisotropic, transversally isotropic, intercellular conductivity tensor with a greater eigenvalue in
the fiber direction. The cell maturation a�ects the conductivity in an involved fashion leading to
complex parameter quantifications. To tackle this issue, we simplify the mathematical formulation
by assuming that the extracellular conductivity is proportional to the intercellular one

De = ⁄D, (6.6)

as already done in various studies regarding the human heart [60, 91]. With these assumptions,
we reduce the number of unknown parameters to two. In comprehensive studies [7–9, 139], the
authors compute the conductivity by means of the solution of an inverse problem. However, this
technique requires complete informations in space and time of the electrical signal propagation.
We believe that such a refined procedure is out of the scope the present work and a simplified
procedure, adopted in [60], for approximatively constant conductivity is su�cient. In [58], an
experimental investigation of the electrical-signal propagation velocity in in-vitro assay was
conducted. The researchers determinate the ratio between the velocity in the fiber and in the
orthogonal direction as a function of the cell alignment. In our simulations, we set the velocity
in the transversal direction equal to the value reported in [68], while for the value in the fiber
direction we enforce the ratio [58] that most closely represents the fiber organization of the
ventricle. Consequently, we perform ad hoc simulations, described in sec. 6.3.2, to calibrate
the conductivity parameters. In our opinion, this approximation is a good compromise between
a meaningful modelling and the e�ort needed to obtain additional experimental data for a
comparison between numerical approaches.

The equal anisotropy hypothesis (6.6) greatly simplifies the Bidomain formulation (equations
(6.2a), (6.2b), and (6.3)). Indeed, after some algebraic manipulations, presented in [121], we
recover the Monodomain formulation

Y
]

[
‰Cm

ˆv

ˆt
≠ 1

⁄ + 1Ò · (DÒv) + ‰Iion = Iapp in � ≠ ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) (6.7a)

n · DÒv = 0 on ˆ� ◊ (0, T ) , (6.7b)

that describes the electrophysiology of the tissue with a single PDE, instead of two, in terms of
the unknown transmembrane potential v, where the applied current Iapp is given by the di�erence
between the internally and externally applied currents:

Iapp = 1
1 + ⁄

(⁄Iapp

i
≠ Iapp

e ) (6.8)

6.1.2 Splitting operator applied to the Monodomain formulation

To solve the Monodomain equation we employ a splitting operator to separate the reactive and
di�usive terms [91, 108]. More precisely, we adopt the symmetric, second order accurate, Strang
splitting operator, as successfully done in [121].
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As we schematically summarized in Figure 6.2, the splitting operator subdivides the time in
intervals, whose size is �t, and employs three di�erent solution steps, schematically represented
in figure 6.2, for the analysis of each time interval:

• given the variables v, wr, and cs at time t = tn, in the first step we integrate the reactive
term

Y
_______]

_______[

ˆv

ˆt
= ≠ 1

Cm

Iion (6.9a)

ˆwr

ˆt
= mr

w

1
v, w1, . . . , wk

2
’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.9b)

ˆcs

ˆt
= ms

c

1
v, w1, . . . , wk, c1, . . . , cq

2
’s = 1, . . . , 3 (6.9c)

for t œ (tn, tn + �t/2 = ◊/2) to compute v◊/2 = v (x, ◊/2), wr

◊/2 = wr (x, ◊/2), and cs

◊/2 =
cs (x, ◊/2).

• Given v◊/2 as initial condition for v, in the second step we integrate the di�usive term
Y
_]

_[

ˆv

ˆt
= 1

‰Cm (⁄ + 1) [⁄Ò · (DÒv) + (⁄Iapp

i
≠ Iapp

e )] (6.10a)

n · DÒv = 0 (6.10b)

for t œ (tn, tn + �t = ◊) to compute v◊ = v (x, ◊).

• In the third step, we integrate the reactive term using v◊, wr

◊/2, and cs

◊/2 as initial conditions,
for t œ (tn + �t/2, tn + �t) to obtain the variables vn+1 = v (x, tn+1), wr

n+1 = wr (x, tn+1),
and cs

n+1 = cs (x, tn+1) at the beginning of the next time interval.

We note that, the solution scheme does not discretize in time the equations, as highlighted in
[121]. Indeed, the time integration schemes will be introduced in section 6.2.2.

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the Strang splitting operator.
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6.2 Isogeometric numerical schemes for simulations

Finite Element Method is nowadays a well-established numerical technique for the space dis-
cretization of the mathematical formulation of the cardiac electrophysiology. Indeed, various
software, notably [95] and [6], employ this Galerkin approach.

In the last two decades, the Isogeometric Analysis turns out to be an e�ective alternative
to the Finite Element Method thanks to its higher accuracy per degree of freedom [21, 38]: its
e�ectiveness was demonstrated in a number of fields, ranging from simulations of cardiovascular
stents [5] and studies of the aortic valve dynamics [74] to investigations on the cancer growth
[61]. Recently, isogemetric analysis has became a promising technique for electro-mechanical
simulations because a novel formulation [75] for thin shell structures activated by the propagating
action potential has been proposed, [18].

In linking the electrophysiology and the mechanics of the cardiac tissue, the ion concentrations
play a central role in biologically detailed models, because they take part in the tissue activation
[41].
Consequently, we compare the ability of isogeometric analysis, with respect to finite element
method, in approximating the ion concentrations, because these information are instructive for
future electro-mechanical simulations that involves biologically detailed activation models.

6.2.1 Bubnov-Galerkin approach for space discretization

In the spirit of a standard Bubnov-Galerkin method, the weak form of the split Monodomain
formulation reads as follows [19]: find v œ V , wr œ WC ’r = 1, . . . , 18, and cs œ WC ’s = 1, . . . , 3
such as ’”v œ ”V, ’”w œ WC, and ’”c œ WC the following relations hold for the first and the
third steps of the Strang operator

Y
_______]

_______[

⁄

�
”v

ˆv

ˆt
dx = ≠ 1

Cm

⁄

�
”v Iion dx (6.11a)

⁄

�
”w

ˆwr

ˆt
dx =

⁄

�
”w mr

w dx ’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.11b)
⁄

�
”c

ˆcs

ˆt
dx =

⁄

�
”c ms

c dx ’s = 1, . . . , 3 (6.11c)

and
⁄

�
”v

ˆv

ˆt
dx = ≠ 1

‰Cm (⁄ + 1)

3⁄

�
⁄Ò”v · DÒv dx +

⁄

�
”v (⁄Iapp

i
≠ Iapp

e ) dx
4

(6.12)

for the second one, where:

V =
Ó

v|v œ H1 (�; t) ’t œ (0, T ) · v = vD on ˆ�D

Ô
, (6.13)

”V =
Ó

”v|”v œ H1 (�; t) ’t œ (0, T ) · v = 0 on ˆ�D

Ô
, (6.14)

WC =
Ó

f |f œ L2 (�; t) ’t œ (0, T )
Ô

, (6.15)
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H1 (�; t) is the Sobolev space of functions with square integrable first derivatives in � at time t

and L2 (�; t) is the space of square integrable functions in � at time t.

If we replace the functional spaces with finite dimensional approximations, the transmembrane
potential v and the test function ”v can be written as linear combination of shape functions N
and nodal variables v̂ and ”v̂ as

v (x, t) = N (x) v̂ (t) (6.16)

and
”v (x, t) = N (x) ”v̂ (t) . (6.17)

In the present work, as in [128], we employ two di�erent kind of shape functions that depend on
the adopted discretization approach, as explained in the following.

By replacing (6.16) and (6.17) in (6.12) we obtain the following semi-discrete formulation

M ˙̂v = ≠Kv̂ + Îapp

, (6.18)

where the components of the mass matrix M are given by

Mab =
⁄

�
NaNb dx, (6.19)

the sti�ness matrix K – introducing the notation for derivatives ˆ

ˆxi

(•) = •,i – is given by

Kab = ⁄

‰Cm (⁄ + 1)

⁄

�
Na,iDijNb,j dx, (6.20)

and the entries of the vector Îapp are

Îapp

a = 1
‰Cm (⁄ + 1)

⁄

�
Na (⁄Iapp

i
≠ Iapp

e ) dx. (6.21)

In the numerical computation of these integrals, we employ the standard Gauss quadrature
rule with p + 1 Gauss points in each direction, where p is the basis functions degree, although it
is not the optimal choice for Isogeometric Analysis [39].

Electrophysiological simulations with detailed cellular models may be computationally de-
manding [121]. To reduce this e�ort, we adopt the so called Ionic Current Interpolation (ICI)
approach, as in [91], because it is more computationally e�cient than the State Variable Interpo-
lation and the Gauss Integration approaches, although it has a reduced accuracy, especially near
to the wave front [53, 92].

The ICI approach interpolates the ionic current using the basis functions

Iion = N (x) Îion (t) . (6.22)

Substituting (6.22) in (6.11) and adopting the already presented discretization method for
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the cellular state variables
I

wr (x, t) = N (x) ŵ (t)r ’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.23a)

cs (x, t) = N (x) ĉ (t)s ’s = 1, . . . , 3 (6.23b)

and their test functions
I

”w (x, t) = N (x) ”ŵ (t) (6.24a)

”c (x, t) = N (x) ”ĉ (t) , (6.24b)

we end up with nodal variable relations
Y
____]

____[

˙̂v = ≠ 1
Cm

Îion (6.25a)

˙̂wr = m̂r

w ’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.25b)
˙̂cs = m̂s

c ’s = 1, . . . , 3, (6.25c)

where each entry in the vectors at the right hand side correspond to the functions evaluated at a
given node.

Shape functions for finite element and isogeometric approaches

The basis functions have to fulfil the requirements presented in (6.13), (6.14), and (6.15).
Therefore, in the finite element framework, we employ isoparametric, trilinear, lagrangian shape
functions defined on hexahedral elements [37].

On the other hand, we use trivariate B-spline as basis functions in the isogeometric framework.
Univariate B-spline of order p, defined on a mono-dimensional parametric space subdivided in
n› spans, are fully described by the knot vector � = {›1, ›2, . . . , ›n›+p+1} and the Cox-de Boor
recursive formula

for p = 0 Ha;0 (›) =

Y
]

[
1 if ›a Æ › < ›a+1

0 otherwise

for p = 1, 2, 3, . . . Ha;p (›) = › ≠ ›a
›a+p ≠ ›a

Ha;p≠1 (›) + ›a+p+1 ≠ ›

›a+p+1 ≠ ›a+1
Ha+1;p≠1 (›) ,

(6.26)

presented in [21]. Moreover, in the following we assume open knot vectors, i.e. the first and the
last knots have multiplicity equal to p.

A trivariate B-spline Na is given by the tensor product of three monovariate B-splines H,
L, and K, that we suppose of the same degree p. Assuming a bijective relation between the
index a and the ordered list of index {b, c, d}, we identify the shape function defined on a cubic
parametric space (given by the tensor product of the mono-dimensional parametric spaces) as

Na = Hb (›) Lc (÷) Kd (’) . (6.27)

The Isogeometric analysis employs the same shape functions for the analysis and for the geo-
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metrical description. Coherently, the parametric space defines a patch of the geometry in the
physical space via control points coordinates. In the present work, we employ a single patch, thus
a single parametric space, to describe the geometry in our numerical experiments. Consequently,
the control point coordinates are computed as shown in [21, 94] for simple geometry, while a
mapping procedure, presented in sec. 6.3.1, is employed for the engineered ventricle.

6.2.2 Time discretization

For the discretization in time of equations (6.18) and (6.25) we employ two di�erent schemes.
The non-linear system of ODE of the first and third Strang steps is integrated using the Explicit
Euler method, with a reduced step size in order to guarantee a su�cient accuracy.

Therefore, the adopted time step size for the m sub-steps is �t̃ = �t/(2m) and the discrete
expression for v̂m+1 = v̂

!
tm + �t̃

"
, ŵr

m+1 = ŵr
!
tm + �t̃

"
and ĉs

m+1 = ĉs
!
tm + �t̃

"
, used to

compute v̂◊/2, ŵr

◊/2, and ĉs

◊/2 or v̂n+1, ŵr

n+1, and ĉs

n+1, is

Y
____]

____[

v̂m+1 = v̂m ≠ �t̃

Cm

Îion (tm) (6.28a)

ŵr

m+1 = ŵr

m + �t̃ m̂r

w (tm) ’r = 1, . . . , 18 (6.28b)

ĉs

m+1 = ĉs

m + �t̃ m̂s

c (tm) ’s = 1, . . . , 3. (6.28c)

In the di�usion step, we employ the implicit, second order accurate, Crank-Nicolson method,
with time step size equal to �t, to increase the overall scheme stability. The resulting discrete
formulation is

3
M + �t

2 K
4

v̂◊ = Mv̂◊/2 + �t

2
1
≠K v̂◊/2 + Îapp

n + Îapp

n+1
2

. (6.29)

6.3 In-silico model of the engineered ventricle

6.3.1 Geometrical modelling

The engineered ventricle manufacturing process consists on seeding and growing hiPSC-CMs on
a sca�old previously formed on a collector. In the present work, we simplify the actual irregular
shape of the ventricle assuming that it is a constant-thickness extrusion of the sca�old moulding
surface. Coherently, we model the ventricle as the space between the idealized internal surface of
the sca�old and the idealized external one.

The mesh generation is nowadays a standard procedure for hexahedral linear finite elements
and is implemented in many open-source software, such as Gmsh, [31]. Moreover, we refer the
reader to [143] for a review on meshing techniques. On the other hand, isogeometric analysis
requires a di�erent procedure.

The geometrical mapping of the isogeometric parametric space into the physical geometry,
i.e. the computation of the control point coordinates, involves three steps: (i) the mapping of a
parametric plane surface into the internal 3D manifold, (ii) the mapping of a parametric surface
into the external manifold adopting a the same discretization of the previous surface, and (iii)
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Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of the geometrical mapping procedure from the isogeometric
parametric space to the physical geometry. Zoom in the red frame: the Bézier mesh at the apex
does not present any singularity. For better visualization, not all the elements are depicted.

the interpolation of the corresponding couples of control point coordinates of the two manifolds
to create the volume. After that, the ventricle geometry x is reconstructed by means of of a
linear combination of control point coordinate and shape functions

x (›, ÷, ’) =
ncpÿ

a=1
Na (›, ÷, ’) Ba, (6.30)

where ncp is the number of control points.
As described in [68], half ellipsoid, linked to a cylinder, constitutes the idealized internal

surface of the ventricle. In order to reproduce it using a B-spline surface, we compute the control
point coordinates by means of minimization of a functional, because we employ a single patch to
construct the geometry and therefore we can not describe it exactly. Indeed, the shape obtained
linking two conic sections is no more a conic section.
As we are mostly interested in the simulation results at the region near to the ventricle apex,
we employ the procedure, presented in [46], with the aim of move the geometrical singularities
inherited by the construction of the circle near to the ventricle base. From a geometrical point of
view, we construct the surface by stretching the square parametric surface, in green in Figure
6.3, in a circle and pushing down the center to create the apex.

From a mathematical point of view, we compute the vector BCP, that collects all the control
point coordinates, minimizing the square of the L2 norm of distance between the idealized surface
xide and the mapped one x

1
BCP

2
as

BCP = arg min
BCP

;---
---xide ≠ x

1
BCP

2---
---
2

L2

<
(6.31)

by means of least square method.
The external surface is treated in a similar way. Indeed, it is obtained from the internal
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one increasing the dimensions of the conic sections. As the parametric space is given by a
tensor product, we must employ the same discretization for both the surfaces because the
external surface, in blue in Figure 6.3, correspond to parametric face opposite to internal surface.
Coherently, for each control point of the internal surface, we have a corresponding point for the
external surface.

Once the two surfaces are mapped, we define a single linear knot span in the third parametric
direction that links the surfaces originating a volume. Having done so, the geometrical mapping
procedure is complete but for accuracy purposes a basis function refinement may be needed. As
explained in [21], isogeometric analysis enables three di�erent types of refinements, namely h≠,
p≠, and k≠refinement. In particular, we always apply a degree elevation in the third parametric
direction to obtain the same basis function degree in all the parametric directions.

As described in [68] and as previously discussed, the engineered tissue is organized in fibers.
In the in-silico model of the engineered ventricle, we assume that the fibers are oriented in the
circumferential direction and slightly inclined toward the apex, with an angle equal to 5deg.

An interesting source for future developments is the extension of the presented mapping pro-
cedure to the reconstruction of the actual ventricle geometry. In particular, a direct computation
of the B-spline volume from a set of diagnostic images would be useful, as already presented in
[102, 119] for finite element discretization.

6.3.2 Framework for cardiac tissue properties assessment

In many practical applications the tissue conductivity is unknown [58, 68] but the speed of
propagation of the electrical stimulus can be measured. We develop a computational framework
to reconstruct the conductivity of the tissue using the information on the conduction velocity, as
delineated in [60].

The authors [68] measure the speed of propagation of the calcium signal in the engineered
ventricle using the calcium propagation imaging technique. Mean calcium wavefront propagation
velocity from apex to base was 5.2 cm/s for hiPSC-CMs ventricles. Coherently, we compute the
simulated speed of propagation analyzing the calcium concentration in two points of the in-silico
tissue aligned in the direction of the wave propagation. The average speed is given by the ratio
of the distance and the time taken by the signal to cover that distance. Furthermore, we define
the interval as the time elapsed in between the calcium concentration reaches the maximum in
the two points in a spontaneous action potential. Indeed, as in the Paci2018 cellular model the
cells beat spontaneously, we apply a single stimulus to trigger a propagating action potential
and then the tissue autonomously keeps the activity accordingly to its natural frequency.

We perform the analysis on an elongated parallelepiped with the fibers oriented accordingly
to one of the principal directions and we measure the calcium concentration in two points
1cm apart in the internal part of the body. By setting appropriate boundary conditions and
stimulation protocol that triggers a planar wave, the simulation results are governed by the
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di�usion coe�cient ‡i in the elongated direction

‡i = ⁄

‰Cm (⁄ + 1)di

C
m2

s

D

. (6.32)

In the previous equation di is the eigenvalue of the matrix D in the direction i, that, depending
on how we orient the fibers, represents either the longitudinal fiber direction or the orthogonal
one.

Fixed the di�usion coe�cient, we compute the speed of propagation of the calcium signal: the
research is an iterative process and we automatize it by means of the bisection method. Indeed,
we look for the di�usion coe�cient that make vanish the di�erence between the simulated and
the measured velocity.
For the hiPSC-CMs tissue we investigate values for the conductivity coe�cient ranging approxi-
mately from 0.005 to 0.03 [mm2/ms], as shown in Figure 6.4. The adopted simulation protocol
reproduces the experimental procedure considering a simulation time ten times greater than
experimental duration to obtain average properties.

Figure 6.4: Simulated speed of propagation of the calcium signal for di�erent values of the
di�usivity coe�cient. A more refined investigation was conducted for the velocity value reported
in [68], as shown in the zoom.

For the set of parameters investigated, the conduction velocity depends almost linearly on the
di�usion coe�cient reflecting the linear-di�usion assumption, although the overall monodomain
formulation is non-linear. Consequently, we interpolate the simulation results to set the coe�cient
for the analysis.

6.3.3 Comparison between finite element method and isogeometric analysis

In order to perform the simulation on the prescribed geometry using the best isogeometric set
of parameters, we investigated the dependence of the framework accuracy on the conduction
velocity. Thus, we analyzed the convergence under h≠refinement, where h is the mesh element
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size, considering ‡i = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 [mm2/ms].
First af all we considered a reduced slab geometry for a fiber, built as a parallelepiped of

length L =3.2 mm, width 0.25 mm, thickness 0.25 mm. In this geometry, we fixed a point on the
fiber automatically located at xı = {x1, x2, x3} such that x1 = 2.7933mm.

On this slab the relative error is calculated considering Tend = 1.250s and it is defined as

err =
s

Tend
0

---V (xı, t) ≠ V ref (xı, t)
---
2

dt
s

Tend
0 |V ref (xı, t)|2 dt

(6.33)

where V ref is the reference solution obtained considering h = 0.005mm. Indeed, the generic V is
the resulting solution for h = 0.16, 0.08, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01.

Univariate B-splice of orders p = 1, 2, 3 and continuity c = p ≠ 1 are taken into account and
results are presented in Figure 6.5, where the number of control points is

ncp = L

h
+ p.

Figure 6.5: Action potential relative errors considering three di�erent conduction velocities and
three di�erent polynomial degrees.

The global error decreases for higher valuer of the conduction velocity, and for ‡ = 1.0 the
higher degree p = 3 seems to be the best choice. Indeed, considering reduced conduction velocity,
the accuracy does not present any improvement considering di�erent polynomial degrees.

Despite these considerations, the resulting conduction velocity value that should be used to
model the experimental engineered ventricle is ‡ = 0.01, see Figure 6.4.
Focusing on this value, the generic solution can be split into two di�erent contributions. The first
term is closely related to the reaction term of the PDE and can be represented by the relative
error of the wave shapes in xı. Considered waves are both the action potential and each ionic
concentrations, namely

errV =
s

Tend
0

1
V (xı, t) ≠ V ref (xı, t)

22
dt

s
Tend
0 |V ref (xı, t)|2 dt
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Figure 6.6: Reaction relative errors resulting from the wave shapes of action potential, Sodium
and Intercellular Calcium concentrations; p = 1 e p = 2 have the same accuracy on reaction.

err[Na+] =
s

Tend
0

1
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22
dt

s
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s
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Tend
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Such errors are summarized in Figure 6.6 and we can state that p = 1 e p = 2 have the same
accuracy on reaction.

The second contribution deals with the di�usion problem. Thus, we analysed the relative
error of the wave arrival time, this one defined as the time that maximizes the first derivative.
Thus, given the time t̄ as the arrival at the point xı, we define the signed relative error as:

errrel = t̄ ≠ t̄ı

t̄ı
, (6.34)

where t̄ı is the arrival time of the reference solution.
Results in Figure 6.7 suggests that considering p = 1 the action potential wave arrives earlier
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Figure 6.7: Di�usion relative error considering the time wave arrival; p = 2 increases accuracy
of the di�usion term.

than the reference solution, while for higher values of the polynomial degree, the front of the
wave is slower than the reference one.
Considering the absolute value of the error, p = 2 realizes the minimum and it is the best choice,
able to increase the accuracy of the di�usion term of the system.

6.4 Work in progress and future advances

In the previous sections we have defined the computational framework to mimic the electrophysi-
ological activity of the engineered ventricle. The last step is to carry out the final simulation on
the whole geometry.

The simulation was performed considering an external stimulus equal to 20 pA spatially
distributed as a sinus function in the squared application box, centred in (0, 4.5, 2). Initial
conditions set the membrane to the repolarized potential V = ≠74.9mV , in the refractory phase,
and the stimulus was applied for 100 milliseconds, allowing the plane wave electrical propagation
before the spontaneous firing activity of every cell. As reported in Figure 6.8, only one external
stimulus was applied and the wave front could span the whole geometry in less then one second;
then cells in the stimulus box reached the threshold valued and autonomously depolarized
restoring the spontaneous activity only for this group of cells. The new action potential wave
propagate in the whole ventricle, showing a similar activity as alluded in the last snapshot of
Figure 6.8.
The simulation reveals a continuous excitation propagation on the ventricle surface, confirming
electrical continuity throughout the ventricle constructs.

The same description can be applied to the Intercellular Calcium dynamic. Next steps
properly deal with the spontaneous calcium activity experimentally measured as a surrogate of
the action potential. A first comparison could be taken considering a healthy heart, that was
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Figure 6.8: Final simulation snapshots, obtained performing the isogeometric implementation
of the electrophysiological problem. The result is a continuous excitation propagation on the
ventricle surface of the applied stimulus.

experimentally stressed to obtain some initial validation responses to gross alteration in the
composition of the extracellular bath solution. For example, an expected reduction in beat rate
was observed when decreasing the temperature from physiological 37°C to less than 30°C.

Furthermore, our future e�orts will aim to model a hole in the virtual geometry, in order to
reproduce the injury inflicted under geometrical control. Once again results can be compared to
measured calcium activity, both considering a single-hole injury or a hole pair one, these latter
generating spiral waves.

Finally, mechanical properties can be simulated and a new framework for electromechanical
simulations can be built in order to complete the virtual modeling of the engineered ventricle repli-
cation. In-vitro experiments also measured tissue coverage and alignment and pressure–volume
loops in the presence or absence of test compounds using catheter-based PV measuring systems.
Such quantities are the results of simulations in the novel mechanical setup, and results can be
compared.



Conclusions

The development of mathematical models is a huge field that developed in the last decade in
di�erent areas. In this thesis we presented some studies dealing with some specialized topics,
in particular we have been focusing on the mathematical modeling and numerical simulation,
applied to the cardiac electrophysiology analysis at a single cell level, dealing both with adult
cardiomycytes and human induced pluripotent stem cells.

Indeed, after a presentation of some milestone models, we presented our contributions. First
of all, we implemented two ionic models for human adult ventricular cardiomyocytes, namely
the first generation model of Hodgkin-Huxley and the second generation model of O’Hara-Rudy.
Such models were implemented in a C++ code and embedded in the LifeX library.

My research activity has been focusing on the mathematical modeling and numerical simula-
tion, applied to the cardiac electrophysiology analysis at a single cell level and on the Dynamic
clamp technique application with the aim of gaining a clearer insight into the origin of the
dynamics of electrophysiological models.

As a second contribution we presented the virtual dynamic clamp with the aim of gaining
clearer insights into the phenotype detection when considering human induced pluripotent
stem cells-derived cardiomyocytes. Our result can assert that dynamic clamp is a promising
approach as it allows to unveil the chamber phenotype when considering a suitable injected IK1

current. Furthermore a virtual mathematical approach is suitable to provide new insides into the
hiPSC-CMs AP reaction to the current injection.

Finally, a novel atrial specific computational model for AL hiPSC-CMs was also developed, in
order to fill the gap and perform the behaviour of some specific currents, such as the Ultrarapid
Delayed Rectifier Current and the Small Conductance Calcium Activated Potassium Channel.

A further contribution in the field of 3D modeling has also been described presenting a new
tool to model an engineered ventricle. A innovative framework was created to this aim, integrating
the well-established Monodomain formulation with the innovative isogeometric approach for the
spatial discretization and mesh generation.

In the next months, the idea is to improve the described techniques, starting from the
scheduled parameter optimization of the AL hiSPC-CM model if considering the single cell level.
As described in the last chapter also we are also managing to investigate the Calcium dynamic
when considering a three-dimensional description of the engineered ventricle. In the experimental
validation perspective, a single hole or a hole-pair will be modeled in order to virtually replicate
the spiral wave generation.
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In the future, we are also going to explore di�erent fields of the cardiac modeling area.
Mechanical properties of hiPSC-CMs can be investigated in a double prospect. First, considering
existing electromechanical tools for the whole ventricle can be used to complete the virtual
modeling of the engineered ventricle replication. Second, creating a framework to analyze the
mechanical activity of a single cell.

The other topic we are interested in is the one of personalized medicine, and developing
specific models we could provide new insights into the cardiac AP mechanisms in physiological
and pathological conditions. For example, di�erent cardiac pathologies could be modeled for
hiPSC-CMs merging one of the existing Paci generation model with the relative set of equations
existing in literature to describe a specific disease.

A powerful potentiality of hiPSCs we also would like to exploit is that cell lines arising from
the patient themselves have the same gene expression of the specific disease we want to treat.
Thus, collaborating with di�erent hospital is could be possible to develop patient-specific models,
in order to test drugs with limited costs, leading to a faster and cheaper patient-specific therapy.

Finally, in term of regenerative medicine, we would like to merge the single cell model for
hiPSC-CMs in the existing libraries and frameworks of the whole heart (both atria and ventricles),
modeling the transplantation of hiPSC-CMs tissue into an ischemic region. Di�erent responses
could be expected: the transplanted tissue could work as a pacemaker center thank to the
spontaneous activity of hiPSC-CMs, or these cells could propagate the original impulse also in
these injured tissue, preventing the formation of spiral waves.

The answers to such questions are still unknown, and only research could help.
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